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PART I

INTRODUCTION

Plan It Calgary
In 1988, Council adopted the Calgary Plan as the Municipal
Development Plan addressing land use, development and
transportation planning for the City of Calgary. Since that time,
the City has experienced significant population and economic
growth. The City launched the imagineCALGARY project in
January 2005 toward shaping the City’s future in a way that
reflects the diversity of aspirations and interests of the community.
Over 18,000 Calgarians participated in this 18-month process to
develop a 100-year vision for the city, as encapsulated in the Long
Range Urban Sustainability Plan for Calgary (LRSP).
The Sustainable City Project (SCP) team was formed in 2006 to
help move the imagineCALGARY vision toward implementation
in approximately a 50-year horizon, when the population of
Calgary is expected to have doubled to 2.5 million citizens. The
SC team will review the Calgary Plan, and Calgary Transportation
Plan through the lens of imagineCALGARY outputs and 11
Sustainability Principles for Land Use and Mobility adopted by
Council in January 2007 to guide the project. To provide the
framework for these tasks, the SC team is set to develop an
integrated Land Use and Mobility Plan. This plan will link policy
with an achievable implementation strategy, and will provide
a means of measuring progress through monitoring indicators
toward shaping a growing community into a sustainable one. This
project is called Plan It Calgary. The 11 Sustainability Principles
below provide a framework for clear design measurements. Plan
It Calgary has developed specific targets and indicators that will
move the city’s development towards a more sustainable form
including a more compact form, mixed use development, transit
orientated development, increased transit, increased density to
name but a few. For more information see the Key Directions
Paper at www.calgary.ca/planit.
The City of Calgary’s sustainability principles for land use
and mobility:
Principle 1:
Principle 2:

Create a range of housing opportunities and
choices.
Create walkable environments.

UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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Principle 3:

Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a
strong sense of place.
Principle 4:
Provide a variety of transportation options.
Principle 5:
Preserve open space, agricultural land, natural
beauty and critical environmental areas.
Principle 6:
Mixed-land uses.
Principle 7:
Strategically direct and manage redevelopment
opportunities within existing areas.
Principle 8:
Support compact development.
Principle 9:
Connect people, goods and services locally,
regionally and globally.
Principle 10: Provide transportation services in a safe,
effective, affordable and efficient manner that
ensures reasonable accessibility to all areas of
the city for all citizens.
Principle 11: Utilize green infrastructure and buildings.

Green Infrastructure in Mobility Corridors
Vehicular travel produces benefits in terms of mobility,
convenience and flexibility. However, vehicles also create
unintended consequences. According to a study done by the US
Environmental Protection Agency entitled “Our Built and Natural
Environments” (2000), these consequences include:
• Degradation of air quality
• Impairment of water quality associated with deposition
of pollutants
• Greenhouse gas emissions and global climate change
• Increased traffic noise
• Upstream impacts from activities associated with vehicle
use, such as oil spills and water quality impacts from deicing.
Many of these impacts can be mitigated and/or eliminated
through sustainable design and particularly by implementing
Green Infrastructure design approaches. The goal of such green
infrastructure is to concurrently reduce the environmental impacts
of mobility corridors and use green infrastructure to mimic natural
functions that perform environmental services such as cleansing
and infiltrating rainfall and cleaning air.
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This project develops the principles and strategies for maximizing
environmental benefits in Calgary’s mobility corridors. This
project uses an organizational structure related to mitigating the
typical deleterious impacts of roadways: 1) water and hydrology
impacts, 2) air quality and green house gas impacts, and 3) habitat
damage. Within that framework, it proposes design principles
and a related palette of green infrastructure strategies that help
Calgary to maximize environmental benefits in mobility corridors.
A simple decision-making framework is provided to aid designers
with applying appropriate strategies for different classes of
corridors.
Defining Green Infrastructure
Green infrastructure refers to an interconnected network of green
patches and corridors that perform numerous environmental
services in urban environments. For green infrastructure to be
fully integrated throughout the parks, open spaces, streets and
other corridors of the city, it must become part of the underlying
framework that is used to guide future development patterns. A
proactive approach enables green infrastructure to be considered
in advance of development and in conjunction with growth and
development planning. In order to achieve this goal the following
should be considered in all forms of development:
• Maintain the ecosystem first
• Use resources efficiently
• Mimic nature through green infrastructure to reduce the
impact on the ecosystem
• Improve the aesthetic (visual) quality and sense of place
of all communities and landscapes.
Green Infrastructure is a comprehensive, landscape-based
approach to a sustainable urban development encompassing
strategies to maintain existing natural functions, and benefit
from those services. Applied to mobility corridors, green
infrastructure is primarily targeted toward reducing the negative
impacts of them on air, water and habitat. By greening the gray
infrastructure, natural hydrological processes are engaged to clean
and infiltrate water, and reduce pollution and structural damage
to rivers and streams. By reducing the effective impervious area
and concurrently increasing vegetative cover, the known negative
effects of imperviousness are mitigated. Increases to the tree
canopy along mobility corridors will shade roadways and help
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability

Heritage Park greenway in central boulevard,
Minneapolis.
Designed by Wenk Associates, Denver
Source: Cynthia Girling
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reduce the heat island effect. At the same time, trees use and
sequester carbon, and filter particulates from air helping the city
to mitigate air pollution and contributions to climate change. Trees
also help to detain and reduce urban runoff.
The following objectives illustrate how to achieve the goal of
green infrastructure in land use and mobility planning:
Minimize the impact of the built form on nature and
maximize the services provided by nature
Integrate and connect green infrastructure at multiple
scales to form a network
Design green infrastructure to be multi-functional and
maintain ecosystem functions eg. roads that integrate
green elements to reduce stormwater runoff would be
considered multi-functional over a traditional roadway.
Create appropriate and adaptable designs for green
infrastructure

“Green infrastructure is an approach to wet
weather management that is cost-effective, sustainable, and environmentally friendly. Green Infrastructure management approaches and technologies infiltrate, evapotranspire, capture and
reuse stormwater to maintain or restore natural
hydrologies. At the largest scale, the preservation and restoration of natural landscape features (such as forests, floodplains and wetlands)
are critical components of green stormwater
infrastructure. By protecting these ecologically sensitive areas, communities can improve
water quality while providing wildlife habitat
and opportunities for outdoor recreation. On
a smaller scale, green infrastructure practices
include rain gardens, porous pavements, green
roofs, infiltration planters, trees and tree boxes,
and rainwater harvesting for non-potable uses
such as toilet flushing and landscape irrigation.”
Environmental Protection Agency
http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/home
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Much of the early implementation of green infrastructure along
mobility corridors occurred in Oregon, Washington and British
Columbia. However, since the turn of the millennium, the
implementation of green infrastructure has become far more
widespread and many cold climate cities have active programs
in place. In addition to city-wide programs in Denver, a broad
range of green infrastructure strategies have been implemented
on two major redevelopment projects, Lowry Air Force Base and
Stapleton Airport (Girling 2005). Under Mayor Daley’s leadership
in Chicago, that city has implemented an internationally recognized
green roofs program and has continued to emphasize its longstanding and very notable urban forestry program. Since 1994
Chicago has increased its total tree canopy cover by 3% much
of this through its Green Streets program. They have installed
73 miles of planted medians and have planted over 4800 trees in
just over a decade (www.werf.org). In Minneapolis, the center
median of a new boulevard in the redeveloped Heritage Park area
(pictured) is a linear stormwater management facility that detains,
cleans and infiltrates runoff from a 400 acre (162 ha) urban area
(Girling 2005). New York City’s Greenstreets program transforms
barren concrete street islands, medians, and other impervious
sections of the right-of-way into plantings. Over 125 acres of
“nature” have been inserted into highly urbanized areas of New
York (New York 2005).
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Calgary and Green Infrastructure
Although not named “Green Infrastructure,” Calgary has
implemented numerous policies and programs that fall under the
broad definition of GI, including:
• Calgary a City of Trees: Urban Forest Strategic Plan
• Tree Protection Plan
• Stormwater Source Control Practices Handbook
(Calgary Water Resources)
• Calgary Wetland Conservation Plan
• Calgary Climate Change Action Plan Target Minus 50
• Proposed Parameters for Technical Specifications for
Planting Trees on Residential Streets
• Water Management Strategic Plan
• Wetland Conservation Plan and Policy
• Open Space Plan Policy
Numerous demonstration projects are underway in Calgary,
such as the implementation of source controls at the Water
Centre, the Sustainable Street Demonstration Project, pervious
pavement and vegetated swale tests at Currie Barracks, median
tree planting along Memorial Drive, and harvesting of stormwater
at Inland Athletic Park for irrigation purposes. Many more are
needed to raise awareness, build local data and test the strategies
recommended in this document for the particularities of different
site conditions in Calgary.

Sustainable Street Demonstration Project:
Lakeview, Calgary
Source: Liliana Bozic
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Water
Calgary’s declining water supply in combination with population
and economic growth in the region, make water management
one of the City’s most critical environmental issues (City of
Calgary 2006d). Contemporary urban land uses have drastically
altered the historically stable patterns of hydrology and watershed
characteristics, affecting the quality and quantity of water that is
available to support healthy ecosystems and human lifestyles. This
is in large part due to two factors: high levels of consumption of
potable water for industrial, commercial, residential and landscape
purposes 90% of which is treated as “black” water (Turner, 2005);
and traditional approaches to managing urban runoff which rely on
the channeling runoff through pipes for disposal. Today, erratic forms
of polluted surface water runoff dominate urban environments. In
Calgary this type of infrastructure was developed to address flood
management, public safety and property protection for 1 in 100
year storm events, but historically consideration was not given to
this system’s impacts on local ecosystems.
The Bow River basin is the most densely populated river basin in
Alberta. In the last 10 years, its population has grown by over a
quarter of a million people. The many users of the Bow River that
share its water supply include wildlife, industry, municipalities,
hydropower, agriculture and recreation. Calgary’s rapid urban
growth has a significant impact on the natural hydrological regime
and water quality of the Bow and other local watersheds. The
water quality and environmental health of the Bow and Elbow
rivers and tributaries is of paramount importance to Calgarians
as they provide the city’s drinking water supply and support
significant recreational and ecological resources, including a
world-class trout habitat and fishery on the Bow. Expanding
urbanization, poor water management, pollution, and warmer
river temperatures all negatively impact habitat and stress coldwater species such as trout.
Conventional stormwater management systems collect and
transport water via impermeable surfaces and pipes untreated
to local streams and rivers. These systems cumulate suspended
and dissolved pollutants and sediments and often cause runoff
to increase in temperature. Once the outfall is reached, large
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability

“The exceptional quality of the water in Nose Creek
attracted European settlers. Over time, Nose Creek
has become one of the most polluted streams in
Alberta”
Nose Creek Rehabilitation Project, Trout Unlimited
Canada. www.tucanada.org
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Water Facts Calgary:
• Calgary’s residential water use rises by
50% during the summer, largely due to
garden and lawn watering.
• An average Calgarian uses about 340 liters
of water a day, or the equivalent of 85
‘milk jugs’ of water.
Turner, R.J.W., et al. 2005

Water Targets by 2036:
•

•

Positive rates of flow in the Bow River
Basin are maintained to keep aquatic
ecosystems at appropriate levels.
Effective impervious areas are reduced
equal to or below 30% to restore natural
hydrograph and become less susceptible
to flooding.

Imagine Calgary, 2006

volumes of polluted water are quickly emptied into natural water
bodies. This generally exacerbates downstream flooding, water
quality degradation, habitat loss and system stability due to the
cumulative volume, velocity and pollution of discharged flows.
For example, downstream of Calgary, there are higher levels of
coliform bacteria and turbidity in the Bow and Elbow Rivers than
in sites upstream of the city.
Watersheds with greater than 10% effective impervious area
(that draining to the storm drain system) are known to cause
aquatic habitat degradation. In forested conditions as little as 3%
of rainfall runs off as overland flow, whereas in highly urbanized
areas as much as 90% can run into the stormwater system. Much
of Calgary’s rainfall washes over streets, parking lots, buildings
and other hard surfaces into the storm drainage system, carrying
pollutants to rivers and streams. This wastes valuable rainfall and
it is harmful to the hydrology and aquatic environment of the Bow
River and its tributaries (Bozic, 2007).
In Calgary, 32% of land cover is impervious and 24% is attributed
to roads and parking (Nowak 1998). As such, roads and parking
areas contribute higher storm flow volumes and pollutant
loads to urban stormwater than any other source area in urban
development. Street design can have a powerful impact on
stormwater quality, by generating large areas of impervious land
coverage, and by collecting non-point source pollutants from
automobiles and roadways. Presently, streets are almost always
directly connected to an underground stormwater system.
Canadians in major urban city centers are among the largest water
consumers in the world. Although the country has a plentiful water
supply, these reserves are being stressed by population growth,
increases in the standard of living, urbanization and the uncertain
impacts of climate change. The continuing influence of these
factors will likely increase water demands and decrease available
water supplies in the future, creating a necessity for the wise use
and recycling of this valuable resource.
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Air
Over the last decade, climate change has been identified as one
of the most significant global environmental issues. Greenhouse
gases (GHG), such as carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
ozone, and chlorofluorocarbons have increased dramatically
due to human causes and contribute to overall increases in
global temperatures. This impacts global and regional climate,
ecosystems, infrastructure and human health. The transportation
sector is associated with about 30% of the production of humaninduced GHGs. Between 1993 and 2003, the number of vehicles in
Calgary has grown faster than the population and Calgarians now
have the highest rates of vehicle ownership in Canada. From 1900
to 2005 Calgary’s GHG emissions increased by 40% and in 2005,
vehicular travel in the city was responsible for 4,511 kilotonnes of
greenhouse gas emissions (City of Calgary 2006d).

“Calgarians have one of the highest rates
of vehicle ownership in Canada, with over
600,000 vehicles in the City in 2003.”
City of Calgary, State of the Environment Report, 2006

“According to Health Canada survey,
Canadians view air pollution/air quality as our
nation’s most important environmental issue.”
City of Calgary, Climate Change Action Plan, 2006

Greenhouse gases and other air pollutants are also associated
with health impacts. The major source of nitrogen oxide (NOx) in
Calgary is vehicle traffic. Exposure to high levels of NOx can cause
lung irritation and can lower resistance to respiratory infections,
especially in asthmatics. Carbon monoxide is emitted into the
atmosphere from the incomplete combustion of carbon-based
fuels. The main source of CO emissions in urban areas is motor
vehicle exhaust. Long-term exposure to CO causes increased
cardiovascular diseases and cardiac failure (City of Calgary
2006d).
The City of Calgary has identified the reduction of the government’s
GHG emissions as a priority and has established a bold Climate
Change plan. The plan aims to reduce corporate GHG emissions
by 50% from 1990 levels by 2012 (City of Calgary 2006a). If
achieved this will make Calgary the first city in North America to
do so. City-wide, Calgary can protect and improve atmospheric
air quality by mitigating street-level air pollution, reducing
automobile dependency and enhancing alternative transportation
infrastructure within mobility corridors.
The urban heat island effect, which contributes to issues of
climate change, is created by an overabundance of impervious
dark surfaces such as pavement. These surfaces retain and reflect
heat, causing increase in ambient air and water temperature. In
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability

Grass Mowing and Pollution
In the United States, the largest single
contributor to non-road emissions come
from mobile source hydrocarbon emissions,
generated by small engines, often found inside
lawn mowers. The air pollution from cutting
grass for an hour with a gasoline-powered
lawn mower is about the same as that from
a 100 mile automobile ride, according to a
new study from Sweden. One problematic
pollutant from mowers is polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons, or PAHs, that are emitted by
both ride-on and push mowers.
American Chemical Society. One Hour Of Grass Cutting
Equals 100 Miles Worth Of Auto Pollution. June 1, 2001
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Transportation Targets by 2036:
• Reduction of annual private vehicle
kilometers traveled per capita by 20%.
• 50% reduction from 1990 levels in
pollution associated with automobiles
(GHG).
• Increase peak period transit, walking and
cycling to downtown by 50%, 40% and
20% respectively.
• Increase on-street bikeways by 200% and
pathways by 100%.

Imagine Calgary, 2006

Calgary, many urban streets are dark asphalt pavements that lack
shade trees, allowing the sun to strike pavement directly. The
pavements heat up and release that heat back into the air, raising
urban air temperatures by several degrees. As urban summer
air temperatures rise, use of air conditioning increases, causing
even more GHG emissions. Increases in temperatures associated
with heat island also increase ground-level ozone, an eye and
respiratory irritant. Low albedo pavements and shading street
trees can help in the reduction of the heat island effect.
Water management is also related to air pollution and climate
change. The production, treatment and transportation of potable
water and wastewater require tremendous amounts of energy
inputs. For every one million litres of potable water produced by
the City, about 325 kg of GHGs are emitted. Additionally, climate
change is forecasted to have a negative impact on the water
supply in southern Alberta. “The forecasted decrease in the
regional water supply will require Calgarians to reduce their percapita water consumption, essentially requiring an adaptation to
climate change instigated environmental change” (City of Calgary
2006a).

Glenmore Trail, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

5th Avenue SW, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
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Habitat
Urbanization fragments regional ecosystems and can undermine
the ability of even adaptable species to survive in an urban context.
Habitat loss and fragmentation and landscape transformations
resulting from urbanization leads to reduced biodiversity — by
far the most significant threat to the conservation of native wildlife
and vegetation in and around urban areas.
Biodiversity is a key characteristic of habitability and contributes
collectively to the stability and function of ecosystems. Generally
speaking, the activity of urbanization produces biotically
similar ecological structures among what were once distinct
biogeographical areas (McKinney 2006). Urbanization in Calgary
is subject to this concern as it is located on the border between
2 distinct areas, the fescue grass and aspen Parkland eco-regions
of Alberta, that appear to come together just north of Crowchild
Trail (City of Calgary 1993).
Traditional urban development is one of the leading causes
of species extinction as a result of its large-scale alterations of
habitat. These include land disturbance, increases in impervious
surfaces, removal of native vegetation, invasions and introductions
of non-native species, and fragmentation of habitable areas such
as Bowness, Edworthy and Nose Hill parks (City of Calgary
1994a). The loss of key species within ecological systems can
cause their collapse. Within Alberta 38 animal species were
considered endangered, threatened, or species of concern in
2007 (Government of Alberta 2007). Twelve at-risk species have
been observed in Nose Hill Park alone (City of Calgary 2006).
Homogenization of species can lead to a greater likelihood of
extinction as a result of disease and climatic fluctuations.
The disturbances created by urbanization tend to increase
habitability for non-native generalist species that are adaptable to
these circumstances. Studies have indicated that the proportion
of non-native plant species in urban areas always increases over
time (McKinney 2006). The type of diversity encouraged within
mobility corridors must therefore be considered since increases
in non-native species (at the expense of native communities) has
homogenizing effects that filter through every environmental scale.
By 1994, biophysical assessments indicated that most native plant
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability

Habitat Facts Calgary:
•

The City of Calgary has been home
to some of the most significant wetlands
in North America but as a result of
urbanization 90% of these are now lost.

At least 319 vertebrate wildlife species
have been observed in Calgary.

•

•

•

•

At least 12 at risk species have been
observed in Nose Hill Park alone.
At least 20 plant communities have been
identified within the city, 3 of which are
unique.
Over 207 Bird species were observed in
Calgary in May 2007.
1993 Biophysical Assessment, 2006 Biophysical
Assessment, Wetland Management Plan, Calgary
Naturalist Society.

Land and Habitat Targets by 2036:
• Sustainable urban food production
increases to 5%.
• There is 0% new soil contamination.
• 30% of existing contaminated sites are
remediated.
• Native biological diversity increase to
healthy levels, as measured through
Habitat Suitability Index indices and local
key indicator species.
Imagine Calgary, 2006
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communities in Calgary had already shown signs of disturbance
(City of Calgary 1994).

Parks Urban Forest Strategic Plan
Targets:
• The species mix of the urban forest
should contain both long- and short-lived
tree species.
• Tree-age class targets for established
communities should be no more than
10% of the trees are over-mature and no
less then 10% of trees are young.
• The species diversity for trees planted
in groomed parks and roadways should be
that no more than 15% of trees represent
any one genus, no more than 10% of
trees represent any one species, and no
more than 7% of trees represent any one
cultivar.
• The per capita tree supply standard is
one tree either along a roadway or in a
groomed park for every two Calgarians.

Mobility corridors, including streets, roads and highways remove
and fragment habitat areas. Mobility corridors can bisect habitat
areas and become species boundaries. Without intentional
design of wildlife crossings, roads and freeways are barriers or
sometimes deathtraps for both upland and aquatic species.
Urban transportation networks decrease animal movement and
therefore physical connection between populations. Where this
occurs, biodiversity is affected as genetic variation tends to be
reduced, population numbers decline and local extinction may
eventually occur. For example, local research indicates that rightof-ways wider than 30 meters have a significant negative impact
on the movement of some Calgary bird species (Tremblay 2006).
A healthy urban forest is key to the wildlife habitability of any urban
area1. In addition to park lands, mobility corridors provide the most
significant public sector land resource for tree planting. Continuous
tree canopies along and across roads can provide connectivity
for arboreal animals and birds, while layered understories create
linkages for other species. Increasing forest canopy area within
mobility corridors has traditionally been challenging as a result of
less than ideal conditions for tree survival in these areas. Calgary’s
climate exacerbates these conditions, as drought and temperature
fluctuations, particularly extreme freeze-thaw conditions in
winter, are a natural part of Calgary’s climate cycle. The ability
of trees to survive through these conditions must be central to
the design and management of Calgary’s urban forest. Improved
tree health and growing conditions in combination with increased
diversity of species will create a more stable urban forest that is
less susceptible to collapse due to disease, pest infestation, and
climate fluctuations (City of Calgary 2007a).

• The urban forest on public and private
lands should increase by 1% per decade
with an ultimate canopy cover target of
20%.
• The total vegetation biomass should be
sufficient to offset 0.5% of the city’s
carbon emissions.

City of Calgary 2007a
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1

The urban forest includes all trees and associated vegetative understory in the city including trees and shrubs intentionally planted, naturally occurring or accidentally seeded within the city limits. Trees found in parks, river
valleys, streets, roadways, natural areas, commercial, and private lands are all
part of the urban forest (Calgary 2007a).
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The City of Calgary’s Park section currently manages over
360,000 trees on boulevards and in groomed parks that provide
a green canopy over just 7% of Calgary’s land surface (City of
Calgary 2007a). This figure is considerably less than the 20%
target canopy area identified by the City’s Urban Forest Strategic
Plan. Additionally, the City of Calgary’s Strategic Plan calls for
one street or park tree for every two Calgarians, a number that
indicates a current 120,000 tree deficit (City of Calgary 2007a).
Other cold-climate cities such as Toronto have already achieved
canopy areas of 20% and are working towards achieving even
higher goals (35%) (City of Toronto 2008).

Native vegetation and urban forestry, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

With the human population of the City of Calgary projected to
increase over 20 percent, to 1.22 million by 2016, the character
of the urban fabric required to contain this expanding population
must be carefully considered in order to protect and increase
habitat and biodiversity (City of Calgary 2006e). With proper
design and related maintenance consideration, boulevards and
medians within urban mobility corridors may become important
and diverse connections between otherwise fragmented habitat
patches.

“In a report documenting the ecological
footprint of Canada’s 20 largest cities, the
Federation of Canadian Municipalities gave
Calgary the dubious distinction of having the
largest per – capita impact, requiring 9.7
hectares of land to support each Calgarian.”
City of Calgary, Climate Change Action Plan, 2006

Bow River valley, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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CALGARY AREA CONTEXT + BACKGROUND
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The city is set on a gently rolling high plateau and in the relief of
the Bow and Elbow River valleys. Its elevation is approximately
1,048 meters above sea level downtown, and 1,083 meters at
the airport. This area is underlain with soft sedimentary bedrock.
Glacial till is the predominant surface deposit over most of the
Calgary area (Osborn, 1975). The undulating topography of the
city, grossly reflects the underlying bedrock surface and is arranged
in 3 levels: 1) the highest level is the tops of flat-topped, bedrockcored uplands, the erosional remnants of paleo-alluvial plains.
These include Nose, Broadcast (Cairn) and Sarcee hills and rise
to elevations as high as 1270 m (175 m above the major rivers);
2) the middle level is an undulating plain filling in the space around
and in between the hills. Most of city population lives here; 3) the
lowest level is the river floodplains. In places these floodplains are
over 2 kilometers wide and may be incised 30 to 40 meters below
the middle level. Downtown is situated here (Karrow, 1998).

Creek

The Calgary region resides in the fescue grassland and aspen
parkland ecoregion of Canada. The fescue grasslands lie in the
Chinook belt of southwestern Alberta adjacent to the Rocky
Mountain foothills. Black Chernozemic soils over loamy glacial
till and lacustrine sandstone and shale characterize this region.
Dominant native grasses include rough fescue with some Parry oat
grass, June grass and wheat grass. However, extensive agriculture
and grazing and subsequent urban development has eliminated
virtually all of the native grassland vegetation in Calgary. Riparian
areas and other wet areas are dominated by poplar/shrub
communities (Environment Canada, Ecoregions weblink).

Bow River

SARCEE HILL

Glenmore
Reservoir

Fish Creek

Calgary proper covers a land area of 726.5 sq kilometers (2006).
It is the fifth largest metropolitan area in Canada and the largest
in Alberta. The city is immediately surrounded by two municipal
districts, Rocky View No. 44 to the north, west and east; and
Foothills No. 31 to the south (City of Calgary, weblink).
Climate
Calgary has a semi-arid, continental climate. Summers are hot
and winters are cold, but interspersed with warming chinooks.
Daytime high temperatures are often considerably higher than
nighttime lows. Year round the relative humidity is quite low (as
compared to coastal regions). Over the course of a typical year,
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability

5 km

Geography of the Calgary area. City limits as
of 1995 are shown. Linear hatching represents escarpments bordering bedrock-cored
uplands; dotted lines indicate distinct rims
separating the intermediate topographic
level from contemporary floodplains. Where
the dotted lines are missing the intermediate
level slopes gradually down the river level.
Source: Derived from Karrow p95, 1998
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Calgarians exceed per capita domestic water
use of all other major Prairie cities (Brandes
2003).
For residential purposes, Canadians use about
twice as much water per person as many
industrialized counties, especially Europeans,
even more than Americans (OECD 1999).

Calgary experiences all major types of air masses, most arriving
from the west or north. The last frost is around May 23 and the
first is around September 15 (City of Calgary, Calgary’s Climate,
Parks). The growing season ends when average daily temperatures
drop below 5 degrees C, typically between October 15 and 21
(Alberta Agriculture Food and Rural Development website).
There are climactic variations across the city. The west and
northwest areas, which receive the brunt of chinooks, have the
most extreme conditions and the most limited choice of plants,
while districts on the eastern edge of the city enjoy the longest
growing season and greatest variety of suitable plants. Most
neighbourhoods fall somewhere between these extremes, except
for the “banana belt” -- the downtown core and inner city areas
-- with the longest frost-free season and the opportunity to grow
the greatest variety of plants (City of Calgary, Calgary’s Climate,
Parks).
Chinooks
Chinooks are warm, dry winds that blow eastward from over
the mountains. A Chinook sweeps out cold dense winter air,
dramatically increases temperatures and concurrently has a drying
effect. Chinooks are caused by warm, moist weather patterns,
originating off the Pacific coast, cooling as they climb the western
slopes, and then rapidly warming as they drop down the eastern
side of the mountains. The Chinook usually begins with a sudden
change in wind direction towards the west or southwest, and a
rapid increase in wind speed and temperature. On Jan. 11, 1983,
the temperature in Calgary rose 30°C (from –17°C to 13°C) in
4 hours, and on February 7, 1964, the temperature rose 28°C
(51°F°), and the humidity dropped by 43 percent (Ward, 2008).
Chinooks cause snowmelt and reduce ice thickness. Soil moisture
is lost, and the high winds may result in soil erosion. Many trees,
like white birch cannot survive the rapid temperature fluctuations.
They dehydrate and can even begin to sprout leaves and
photosynthesize, only to have sprouts killed in the next frost.
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Precipitation
The Calgary area typically receives between 400 and 500 mm
of precipitation annually. Average annual precipitation is 445.5
mm. Approximately 76% of precipitation comes as rainfall and
Percentage
of Annual
Days with
less than
mm/24
hours by Year Totals
24% comes
as snow.
Of anRain
average
of 134
days25
with
measurable
Percentage of Annual Rain Days with less than 25 mm/24 hours by Year Totals
precipitation
annually, 90% of days receive between .2 mm and
10 mm of precipitation and only 1% of days receive more than
25mm of precipitation (Environment Canada, 2008).
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Soils
Calgary resides in an area of Black Chernozemic soils, associated
with the fescue grassland areas, which have the most available
moisture and cooler temperatures of Alberta’s grasslands. These
soils are characterized by the presence of a black surface horizon
that is 12 to 20 cm thick with organic matter generally in the range
of 6 to 10 percent. These are highly productive soils that are used
to grow a wide variety of agricultural crops (Agricultural Land
Resource Atlas of Alberta).

Surface Soils of the Calgary Urban Area
CROSSFIELD DRIFT
Glacial till and associated stratified drift. The till has a texture of 30-35
percent sand, 30-40 percent silt and 25-30 percent clay. Pebbles generally
contain common to abundant granitic and gneissic rocks. The Crossfield
drift forms the surface unit in the eastern third of the Calgary area.
BALZAC DRIFT
Glacial till and associated stratified drift. Till of the Balzac drift is
characteristically silty with a grain size composition of 10-20 percent
sand, 45-60 percent silt, and 20-40 percent clay. It is commonly stoney
and contains abundant tan and yellow limestone and quartzite rocks in
addition to rocks similar to the underlying Spy Hill drift.
LOCHEND DRIFT
Glacial till and associated stratified drift. Till of the Lochend drift is
characteristically silty, with a grain size composition of 10-20 percent
sand, 45-60 percent silt, and 20-40 percent clay. It is commonly stoney
and contains abundant fragments of Tertiary and Cretaceous sandstone
and siltstone. The pebble fraction rocks similar to the underlying Spy Hill
drift. Granitic and gneissic rocks are present but rare. The Lochend drift
is recognized in a narrow zone along the top and eastern flank of the Big
Hill upland.
SPY HILL DRIFT
The Spy Hill drift is the oldest of the surface stratigraphic units in the
Calgary area. In the western part of the area, it consists of till and
associated stratified drift that was deposited from a glacier that flowed
into the Calgary area from the west via the valley of the Bow River. The
till is generally heavy textured with a grain size composition of 15-20
percent sand, 40-45 percent silt and 40-45 percent clay. Spy Hill includes
a younger unit of till and associated stratified drift that was deposited
by a glacier that advanced from the east. The composition of the till is
gradational to that of the Lochend drift, of which it is a lateral equivalent.

Nose Hill Park in Calgary is associated with
Lochend Drift (refer to chart)
Source: Maria Galdon
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PORCUPINE HILLS FORMATION
Series of crossbedded sandstone and calcareous bentonitic shale. The
maximum preserved thickness of the formation is probably in the order
of 3,000 feet. In the type area, the Porcupine hills contain abundant
freshwater molluscan remains of Paleocene age.
Moran, 1996
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PART II

PRINCIPLES AND STRATEGIES

CALGARY’S GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE PRINCIPLES AND
STRATEGIES
Introduction
Part II of this document outlines principles and strategies for adding
Green Infrastructure to the design and management of Calgary’s
mobility corridors. Many of the strategies are multi-functional, thus
although they may be situated under one principle, they may serve
functions that apply to all three principles. For example vegetated
swales may primarily serve water management functions, while
concurrently providing habitat and sequestering carbon. Below is
an outline of the principles and strategies.
WATER: MIMIC NATURAL HYDROLOGY
Maximize on site infiltration
Vegetated swales
Infiltration planters
Infiltration galleries
Reduce effective impervious area
Narrower paved areas
Pervious pavements
Curb openings
Slow and detain runoff
Flow through planters
Rain gardens
Interception by vegetation
Filter road runoff
Filter strips
Biofiltration swales
Stormwater wetlands
Balance water demand with rainfall
Xeriscaping
AIR: MITIGATE GREEN HOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Accommodate walking and cycling
Enhance the urban forest
Maximize tree planting
Optimum growth conditions for trees
Reduce energy demand
High albedo pavements
Energy conservation and alternative energy systems
HABITAT: ENHANCE URBAN BIODIVERSITY
Preserve and enhance biodiversity
Diverse native vegetation
Re-create wetland areas
Create layered canopy and increase plant diversity
Increase habitat connectivity
Wildlife corridors
Wildlife crossings and passages
Increase urban tree canopy
Mature trees
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PRINCIPLE

WATER: MIMIC NATURAL HYDROLOGY
Green Infrastructure Helps to Mimic Natural Processes in
Mobility Corridors.
“When left undisturbed, soil and vegetation evolve to absorb rain and make
it part of the living ecosystem…Organic matter and soil pores suspend the
water in the soil, making it available to the roots of native plants. They filter
out passing solids particles and build them into the soil matrix. Storage in
the soil turns intermittent pulses of rainfall into a perennial moisture supply.
Microorganisms decompose pollutants and turn them into nutrients for the
living system. Deeper below, sheets and pools of groundwater discharge
into streams slowly, almost steadily, months after the rain falls to streams
and wetlands where aquatic organisms survive the dry summer months.”
(Ferguson, 1998)

Urban rainwater should be considered a resource, not waste.
When appropriately integrated into the design of mobility
corridors, green infrastructure captures, filters and infiltrates
runoff. Using GI strategies, stormwater management in mobility
corridors can mimic the natural conditions by allowing rain to soak
into the ground (infiltration) or filter through vegetation, reducing
the quantity and improving the quality of stormwater flowing to
rivers and streams. Such measures revolve around the restoration
of stable groundwater hydrology on a site-by-site basis though the
incorporation of techniques that effectively cleanse, diffuse and
infiltrate water where it falls, thus restoring the historical patterns
of groundwater dominated hydrology and water quality.
Numerous stormwater best management practices (BMPs)
broadly called GI strategies in this document, help to reduce
the effective impervious area of mobility corridors, maximize
infiltration of rainwater, slow and detain runoff that cannot
infiltrate and filter pollutants from road related runoff. Certain
GI strategies accomplish only a single objective, while several
accomplish multiple objectives. These have been noted in the
discussions of the strategies.
As well, there are many engineered (structured) devices that have
been designed to accomplish similar functions, for example catch
basins that are designed to separate some pollutants out of runoff.
Structured BMPs are not included in this document.

UBC Design Centre for Sustainability

“Over all [of] the area of every watershed,
in the pores of the soil there is more storage
than the Corps of Engineers could create by
damming the rivers.”

Ferguson, 1998

References:
City of Calgary. Stormwater Source Control
Practices Handbook. Calgary Water
Resources, November 2007
GVRD. Stormwater Source Control Design
Guidelines 2005. Final Report. Greater
Vancouver Regional District: Vancouver, BC,
April 2005
Keating, Janis. Trees, The Oldest New Thing
in Stormwater Treatment. Stormwater.
The Journal of Surface Water Quality
Professionals. www.forester.net 2007
Wershler, Frances. Xeriscaping, Gardening
in Dry Conditions. The Prairie Garden. 55th
Edition, January 1994
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PRINCIPLE: MIMIC NATURAL HYDROLOGY

MAXIMIZE ON SITE INFILTRATION
Many green infrastructure strategies are designed to collect runoff
and allow it to infiltrate. Infiltration refers to the downward entry
of water through a soil surface and into the soil below. Infiltration
rate refers to the rate at which water percolates into the ground
(Ferguson 1994). Detaining runoff and allowing it to slowly
infiltrate, permits the reduction of local downstream flooding
by managing rainwater close to where it initially falls, therefore
emulating natural hydrology and recharging groundwater. In turn,
this reduces peak discharge rates and total runoff volumes and
limits downstream damage. The techniques to achieve this strategy
such as rain gardens, infiltration galleries and vegetated swales,
can be attractive, provide wildlife habitat, visual enhancements,
aid pollutant removal, and recharge groundwater in order to
help maintain or restore the area’s natural hydrology. Maximizing
on-site infiltration in mobility corridors reduces their negative
contributions to total runoff volumes and peak discharges.
Calgary’s on-site stormwater management program seeks
to infiltrate or detain rainfall from all small rainfall events. This
approach can also be applied to many mobility corridors using a
combination of GI strategies. Over 90% of rain events in Calgary
drop less than 10 mm. of precipitation in 24 hours. These are small
rain events that can easily be infiltrated by most soils. Related to
this, in undeveloped areas of the Calgary region, well over 90%
of precipitation percolates into the soils or evaporates, whereas
in the urbanized areas, as much as 90% of rainfall currently runs
off.
Experience in cold climate cities shows that the most significant
challenge related to functioning and maintenance of infiltration
facilities is road sand. Sedimentation basins that are easily and
regularly cleaned out are necessary. Salts applied in winter months
can also damage plant materials and pollute groundwater. Many
cities are now exploring alternatives to sodium chloride that have
lower impact on plants and ecosystems (New York 2005). From
November to the spring thaw, infiltration will not substantially
occur in Calgary. When mid-winter thaws occur some runoff will
be detained in swales, rain gardens and other depressions, some
will evaporate since Chinooks typically are accompanied with low
humidity, and some will overflow into the piped drainage system.
Ponded water in BMPs will freeze when freezing temperatures
resume.

UBC Design Centre for Sustainability

On roads with closed asphalt, spray is a
much more important contamination route
than runoff. For instance, on highways with
closed asphalt concrete, 57%-83% of the
pollution is caused by dry and wet wind
spray. Of the total emissions by traffic,
approximately 90% is distributed by wind
spray and approximately 10% by runoff. On
highways, the laying of porous asphalt is very
effective in combating pollution of soil and
surface water with metals by means of spray.
The planting of trees and shrubs may be used
to restrict the pollution onto the immediate
vicinity of the road.
Van Bohemen, 2003
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VEGETATED SWALES

Trees
Shrubs

Vegetated swale at University of British
Tall GrassVancouver
Columbia,
Source: Cynthia Girling

Vegetated swales
Vegetated swales are open, densely vegetated drainage ways
that can be used as an alternative to the conventional curb and
gutter storm sewer system along mobility corridors. They are
often partnered with the piped flood protection system. They
typically serve relatively small catchment areas in order to
accommodate both water quantity and quality objectives. Some
vegetated swales are designed for absorption of pollutants and
others for detaining and infiltrating the mobility corridor runoff.
Most can achieve both. Above-ground vegetation (trees, shrubs,
grasses and groundcovers) attenuates and distributes flows and
protects surface from erosion. Below ground vegetation (root
zones) traps suspended pollutants and sediments. Swales are
cost-effective, attractive and can provide wildlife habitat and
visual enhancements. Vegetated swales can be positioned in the
form of a median or a planting strip to collect overland flows from
adjacent roadways, parking strips, sidewalks and/or bicycle lanes.
Vegetated swales represent a viable Source Control Practice for
the Calgary region, as they are suitable for areas where subsoil
permeability is generally poor.

Grass Sun
Grass Shade
Concrete main
Concrete Sun
Concrete Shade 1
Concrete Shade 2
Concrete Shade 3
Base soil sun
Base soil med
Base soil shade
Water
Tiles Top
Tiles Side
Cars and People
Water
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Vegetated swales are an open, vegetated drainage way designed to detain,
infiltrate and convey rainwater. Some are designed to filter pollutants.
Vegetated swales typically include the following components: pretreatment; flow entrance; surface overflow; ponding areas; filter media;
planting and associated soil; mulch; Gravel or rock drain; subdrain and
outlet (per site-specific conditions).
G r e e n I n f r a s t r u c t u r e i n C a l g a r y ’s M o b i l i t y C o r r i d o r s

Recommendations for vegetated swales:
All surface drainage facilities must be designed by qualified
professionals.
• Vegetated swales should cover 10% to 20% of the area being
drained. Therefore for every 1 meter of road length, swale
width should be at least 10% to 20% of pavement width.
(GVRD 2005)
• The width of the swale will typically be between 1600 mm
and 2400 mm. These dimensions ensure sufficient filtering for
water quality treatment while minimizing the formation of small
channels within the swale bottom.
• Vegetated swales can be used in most soils, including clay with
infiltration rates as low as 0.6 mm/hr. Slower draining soils may
need a subdrain system.
• Where water exits the roadway, sedimentation traps that are
easily cleaned are required.
• With proper weir spacing, they are practical for profiles of up
to 10% slope.
• Vegetated swales can be used as snow storage areas, however
they should not be used for storage of heavily sanded and salted
snow.
• The installation of a subdrain system will help keep the facility
dry in the fall, when runoff diminishes. This will avoid icing
problems in winter.
• Infiltration facilities should drain within 72 hours to avoid
problems with mosquitoes or pathogens (Boston Metropolitan
Area Planning Council 2008).
Pros and cons:
• The addition of green infrastructure in mobility corridors has
very significant environmental and aesthetic benefits.
• Historic road maintenance practices will have to change to
accommodate these vegetated areas.
• Infiltration facilities do need maintenance to function. Most
importantly, sediments must be removed to avoid clogging.
Absorbent soils:
Absorbent soils are important to the proper functioning of
infiltration areas. The ability of soil to effectively store and slowly
release water is dependent on soil texture, structure, depth, organic
matter content and biota. Plant roots, macro fauna, and microbes
tunnel, excavate, penetrate and physically and chemically bond soil
particles to form stable aggregates that enhance soil structure and
porosity. Organic matter is a critical component of a functioning
soil system. Mixed into the soil, organic matter absorbs water,

Vegetated swale with native planting and no curb,
Bow Valley Trail, Canmore
Source: Maria Galdon
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INFILTRATION PLANTERS
physically separates clay and silt particles and reduces erosion.
When constructing infiltration facilities, compacted soils should be
deep tilled or ‘ripped’ to a depth of at lest 450 mm. A minimum
depth of 150 mm of organic compost should be applied and tilled
into the top 300 mm of the soil (Calgary 2007).

Infiltration planters
Infiltration planters are containers with structured sides and open
bottoms designed to perform like vegetated infiltration vessels and
planted with wetland or water loving plants. They are well suited
to areas where space is restricted and native infiltration exceeds
the design storm. They are often designed to interconnect and
form a train of facilities. Infiltration planters reduce flow rates
and volumes, mediate temperatures, remove pollutants and
recharge groundwater. They are attractive and can be integrated
into very “urban” landscape designs. Infiltration planters are often
connected to the piped flood protection system downstream.

Infiltration planters are drainage ways with structured sides and open
bottoms, suited for urban conditions with restricted space. They can be
designed to detain, infiltrate and convey rainwater. Some are designed
to filter pollutants.
part II
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Recommendations for infiltration planters:
All surface drainage facilities must be designed by qualified
professionals.
• Infiltration planters have been used in very narrow situations,
with inside dimensions as narrow as 1200 mm.
• Where water exits the roadway, sedimentation traps that are
easily cleaned are required.
• A simple overflow system will remove water that exceeds the
designed detention depths (typically about 180 mm).
• The installation of a subdrain system will help keep the facility
dry in the fall and will avoid icing problems in winter.
• Determine a maximum allowable ponding depth for safety and
aesthetics, such a Portland Oregon’s maximum 7 inch depth.
• Infiltration facilities should drain within 72 hours to avoid
problems with mosquitoes or pathogens in breeding months
(Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council 2008).
Pros and cons:
• Infiltration planters can manage 90% of rain events through
infiltration in most soils.
• Because they are constructed planters, they are more expensive
than “soft” surface drainage facilities.
• Infiltration planters are tidier looking, thus more attractive to
many people.
• Infiltration facilities need maintenance to function. Most
importantly, sediments must be removed to avoid clogging.
• Winter sanding will cause clogging of infiltration facilities unless
sand is regularly removed from or kept away from the facility.
Infiltration planters - SE 12th Street, Portland,
Oregon.
This facility reduces peak flows of the 25 year
storm event in Portland Oregon by about 70%.
Source: Cynthia Girling

Infiltration planters - Carroll Street Greenway,
Vancouver
Source: Cynthia Girling
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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INFILTRATION GALLERIES
Infiltration galleries
Where surface drainage, such as a vegetated swale, is impossible or
inappropriate, similar functions can be achieved with underground
infiltration galleries. Typically located under grass swales or pervious
pavement, infiltration galleries can be used as an alternative to the
conventional curb and gutter storm sewer system along mobility
corridors. They are often connected to the piped flood protection
system downstream. Infiltration galleries are below ground vaults
of porous material such as drain rock and perforated drain pipes
(or pre-manufactured drainage structures) that temporarily
capture and store runoff from small rain events and allow the
water to slowly infiltrate into the ground. They typically serve
relatively small catchment areas in order to accommodate both
water quantity and quality objectives. Sediments and pollutants
are filtered by the above-ground conditions and the soils below
the galleries. Subdrainage in the galleries helps to dewater them
in the fall before the ground freezes. Infiltration galleries will begin
to function in Calgary after the ground has thawed in the spring.

Infiltration galleries are underground trenches designed to encourage
infiltration of rainwater. Typically they are composed of drainage rock
enclosed in filter fabric. They can occur under planted areas as shown or
under pervious pavements.
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Recommendations for infiltration galleries:
All surface drainage facilities must be designed by qualified
professionals.
• All infiltration solutions must be combined with filter strips,
swales or other sediment removal solutions to protect them
from sedimentation or ‘clogging’.
• In areas where infiltration occurs at rates too slow to meet
the minimum requirement, perforated pipes (wrapped in filter
fabric to avoid clogging) can be used to take overflow to the
flood protection system.
• In areas where infiltration rates are faster than the minimum,
trees and other vegetation can be incorporated without negative
effects.
• The installation of a subdrain system will help keep the facility
dry in the fall, when runoff diminishes. This will avoid icing
problems in winter.
• Infiltration facilities should drain within 72 hours to avoid
problems with mosquitoes or pathogens (Boston Metropolitan
Area Planning Council 2008).
Pros and cons:
• Infiltration galleries can manage 90% of rain events through
infiltration in most soils. Being sub-surface, they do not use up
valuable right-of-way area.
• Infiltration facilities need maintenance to function. Most
importantly, sediments must be removed to avoid clogging. In
the case of porous pavements (see below) regular sweeping is
important.
• Winter sanding will cause clogging of infiltration galleries unless
sand is regularly removed from or kept away from the facility.

(Above and Left).
An infiltration gallery was designed and constructed to serve as a rain and meltwater catchbasin for
a flat building roof and parking area in SE Calgary
(Calgary Stage West Theatre Restaurant, 42nd Avenue SE). The required storage capacity is 138 m3.
An auxiliary collector pipe transports overflow
away from the unstable escarpment edge.
Beukeboom, 1978
Image source: Maria Galdon
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PRINCIPLE: MIMIC NATURAL HYDROLOGY

REDUCE EFFECTIVE IMPERVIOUS AREA
Perhaps the most important and effective strategy to reduce
the impacts of mobility corridors on urban streams and rivers is
reducing the overall effective impervious area (EIA is that paved
area draining to the piped storm drainage system). The most cost
effective component of reducing EIA is the reduction of paved
roadway width, particularly travel and turning lanes and parking
areas along roadways. For example, if the paved vehicular width
of all roads in Calgary (Calgary Road Facts 2007, weblink) were
reduced by one foot, over 128 hectares of pavement would be
removed from the EIA.
Disconnecting these paved areas from the piped drainage system
also dramatically reduces impacts on streams and rivers. See
“Maximize on site infiltration,” and “Slow and detain runoff.”

Narrow street - Garden Crescent, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Pervious pavements that allow water to infiltrate into the ground
rather than run off also effectively disconnects those areas from
the piped system.
Tree canopy and other vegetated areas within mobility corridors
reduce the total impervious area of mobility corridors. Tree
canopy that covers paved areas detains and evaporates rainfall,
reducing the total amount that falls on the surface (See “Enhance
the urban forest.”). When these areas also help to detain and
infiltrate runoff such as with vegetated swales, stormwater flow
rates and volumes are also reduced. All of this helps to reduce EIA,
thus maintain stream base flows and reduce structural damage to
streams.
Curb extension- Mission Road, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Narrower Paved Areas
The reduction of impervious pavement area, particularly that
connected to a piped drainage system, within mobility corridor
rights of way has significant environmental and quality of life
benefits.
See the companion study entitled “Proposed Mobility Corridor
Details for Plan It Calgary’s Road and Street Palette”.

Bulb out - Mission Road, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PERVIOUS PAVEMENTS

A study of porous asphalt performance
under cold climate conditions were tested
over 265 freeze-thaw cycles and no physical
dimensional changes were observed.
City of Calgary, Stormwater Source Control Practices
Handbook. Calgary Water Resources, November 2007

Pervious pavements
Pervious pavement refers to any paved surface that has capability
of infiltrating runoff into the underlying reservoir base coarse
and soil (Calgary 2007c). For example, with pervious asphalt, an
average of approximately 20% of the rainfall will runoff, where
as for closed asphalt this is approximately 80% (Van Bohemen,
2003). The materials have 10% to 25% air space allowing water
to pass though the pavement into a reservoir base of crushed
aggregate, then infiltrate into the ground. Unit pavers, bricks and
stone are permeable if they are designed with voids in the system
and set on a permeable base. Runoff coefficients range from 0.1
– 0.7, depending on rainfall intensity, joint width, and materials
(Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council 2008). Experience
with permeable pavement systems in other jurisdictions (and in
one test in Calgary) indicates that they function well in freezethaw cycles and are generally more resistant to freezing than
conventional impermeable pavements. In some cases pervious
pavement may reduce or eliminate the need for an underground
storm drain system or a curb and gutter system (Portland 2006).

Porous asphalt, Water Centre, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Porous concrete is designed to include open-air
cells. The Using “low fines” aggregate (often nothing below 1/4”) it typically has 10-25% void space
and a runoff coefficient that is almost zero (Boston
Metropolitan Area Planning Council 2008).

The choice for permeable surface material should respond to
the adjacent land use and roadway design requirements. Within
mobility corridors, pervious pavements are most suitable for areas
that do not receive regular sanding and salting during the winter
months. Sidewalks, driveways, and some on-street parking areas
may be suitable applications. Pervious pavements stay dry under
most precipitation, thus may reduce the need for sand and salt in
the winter.
Most systems include an under layer of one to two feet of clean
gravel over a layer of geotextile fabric. The underlayer serves as
an underground detention basin and should include an overflow
outlet to prevent water from rising through the pavement
(Portland 2006). Also see “Infiltration galleries.”

“Open cell’ unit pavers (also sometimes called turf
blocks) can be filled with vegetation or gravel. This
material is most suited for salt/snow splash edges
adjacent to curbs. Runoff coefficients are similar to
grass, 0.15-0.6% (Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council 2008).
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Recommendations for pervious pavements:
All pervious pavements must be designed by qualified
professionals.
• Pervious pavement areas should have a flat surface with a
maximum 2% slope.
• Many permeable pavement systems are not suitable for sites
with soils with clay content greater than 30%.
• Pervious pavement should not be installed in areas where
hazardous material is stored or transported.
• Pervious pavement is designed to accept precipitation and is
typically thicker than traditional concrete to support the same
load (Portland 2006).
• For all permeable paving, base course is a reservoir layer of one
to two feet (0.3 to 0.6 meters) of crushed stone, depth to be
determined by storage required and frost penetration (Boston
Metropolitan Area Planning Council 2008).
• A 12-mil-thick, or heavier, impermeable liner must be installed
on the bottom and sides of permeable pavement systems in
locations with expansive soils.
• The seasonally high groundwater table or bedrock elevation
should be at least 0.6 m from the bottom of the permeable
pavement structure if filtered water is to be infiltrated.
• Depth of subbase is designed such that the reservoir can
drain completely within 72 hours after a storm, given the soil
infiltration rate.
• Pervious pavement systems should include an overflow outlet
to prevent water from rising through the pavement in the event
of heavy rainstorms (Portland 2006).
Unless otherwise noted, information is from Calgary Stormwater
Source Control Practices Handbook. For more detail refer to City of
Calgary, Stormwater Source Control Practices Handbook 2007c.
Pros and cons:
• Use of pervious pavements helps to reduce an area’s EIA
• Because pervious pavements stay drier they may be less slippery
in winter.
• Many pervious pavements are light in colour and also help to
reduce heat island effect (See “High albedo pavement”)
• Pervious asphalt and concrete can be more expensive pavements
although drainage costs may be less.
• Infiltration facilities need maintenance to function. Most
importantly, sediments must be removed from pavement
surfaces to avoid clogging.

A City of Calgary porous pavement research project evaluates collected data to determine performance in cold climate, long term treatment
efficiency, particle sizes removed and long term
percolation capacity.
Currie Barracks test site, Calgary.
Source: Maria Galdon

“Gravel” has long history of use in mobility corridors. Gravel is a viable surface for pull-outs and
parking verges. Permeability varies dramatically
depending upon aggregate design and base conditions.
Water Centre parking lot, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
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CURB OPENINGS
Curb openings
Curb openings direct sheet flow off the mobility corridor and into
out-of-pipe stormwater facilities, such as vegetated swales. By
re-directing stormwater from the curb-and gutter/piped systems,
they help to reduce impacts of impervious areas. Multiple curb
openings coupled with out-of-pipe stormwater facilities reduce
the effective impervious area of mobility corridors. Curb openings,
properly designed, continue to protect the pavement edge from
raveling.
Curb opening - 42nd Avenue, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Recommendations for curb openings:
• Curb cuts for roadside or parking areas should include rock or
other erosion protection material in the channel entrance to
dissipate energy.
• Flow entrance should drop 5 to 7.5 cm from curb line and
provide an area for settling and periodic removal of sediment
and coarse material before flow dissipates (Calgary, 2007c).

Carroll Street Greenway, Vancouver
Source: Cynthia Girling

Curb openings are designed to direct runoff into roadside stormwater
management facilities. Frequent curb cuts reduce the volume and velocity of water entering the facility.

PRINCIPLE: MIMIC NATURAL HYDROLOGY

SLOW AND DETAIN RUNOFF
Temporary stormwater detention slows the release of runoff,
and reduces the volume and velocity of peak flows. In doing so,
detention diminishes the highly erosive peak flows that damage
stream channels and other water bodies. Detention facilities also
may allow urban sediments, one of Calgary’s most troublesome
pollutants, to settle out of runoff. Although detention does not
significantly reduce the net runoff volumes that will eventually
reach stream systems, it reduces the risk of flooding. By metering
out the runoff, detention can reduce the size and extent of
drainage infrastructure needed.
Many cities, including Calgary have used large-scale detention
facilities, especially ponds, to achieve detention. These large
facilities are typically single-purpose, with little ecological value.
They are very consumptive of land and remove the rainfall from
the location where it falls, wasting it as a resource. Studies
show that while they help, they do not eliminate the impacts
of stormwater runoff on urban stream systems (URSUS 2006).
BMPs such as vegetated swales, rain gardens, and stormwater
ponds promote settling and evaporation, reducing pollutant loads
(WERF 2008). Local water detention and harvesting systems can
decrease overall water consumption since collected rainwater
and snowmelt can be reused on-site (WERF 2008).
Green infrastructure within mobility corridors inserts multiple,
micro-scaled facilities and is a more flexible and resilient approach
to urban rainwater management. Such source control of runoff
can eliminate the need for large “end of pipe” detention facilities.
The infiltration facilities, described above, perform some
detention (See “maximize on-site infiltration”). Some BMPs, such
as flow-through planters, and small ponds are designed explicitly
to perform rainwater detention while others such as rain gardens
perform multiple functions. The urban forest also performs
important detention functions.
Concave landscaped areas will perform micro-detention functions
throughout mobility corridors. Whereas in the past most
landscaped areas were sloped to drain into the piped drainage
system, concave landscaped areas are intentionally designed to
detain and in many cases infiltrate rainfall. Concave landscape
areas help to prevent local flooding and concurrently “feed” local
groundwater, thus helping nearby planted areas to obtain water.
Rain gardens, vegetated swales and flow-through planters are
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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all examples of concave landscaped areas. Linked together, they
form trains of micro-scaled facilities. Dense vegetation enhances
the performance of concave landscaped areas. Above ground,
vegetation helps attenuate and distribute flows and protect the
surface of the sloped area from erosion. Below ground, vegetation
helps trap suspended pollutants and sediments. Between storm
events, plant growth plays an important role in macro-pore
formation and maintenance. Deeper rooting vegetation that
can access soil moisture at deeper levels is preferred as it is less
susceptible to drought conditions.

Water Centre rain garden and stormwater
wetland, Calgary.
Source: Maria Galdon

Trees also perform important detention functions in the
urban environment. Through interception, evaporation and
evapotranspiration, trees also slow and detain runoff. Interception
of rainfall by the leaves and branches of trees reduces the volume
and velocity of water flow, and temporarily detains rainfall in the
canopy layer (Metro 2002). Evapotranspiration is the process
by which plants release moisture in the form of water vapor.
A single tree can transpire up to 100 gallons of water in a day.
Trees that can capture and evapotranspire large amounts of
water can significantly reduce the amount of rainfall that becomes
stormwater runoff (Metro 2002).
Also see ”Stormwater wetlands” page 48.

Flow through planters
Flow-through planters are intended primarily to slow and detain
runoff. They are typically used in tight situations and where
infiltration is unlikely or not advisable. Flow-through planters can
be designed in a variety of configurations to fit within existing site
constraints and can provide water quality treatment, if planted.
They typically have an overflow or under-drain system that
directs flow to the piped stormwater system or downstream
surface drainage facilities. Flow-through planters are especially
versatile because they can be used in areas with poorly draining
soils. They may provide some volume reduction via infiltration or
evaporation, but are not intended for volume reduction.
Recommendations for flow-through planters
All surface drainage facilities must be designed by qualified
professionals.
• Flow-through planters have been used in very narrow situations,
with inside dimensions as narrow as 1000 mm.
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FLOW THROUGH PLANTERS
• These are small facilities and should drain small areas, therefore
many interconnected planters are recommended.
• Where water exits the roadway, sedimentation traps that are
easily cleaned are required.
• A simple subdrain or overflow system will remove water that
exceeds the designed detention depths (typically about 150 180 mm).
• The installation of a subdrain system will help keep the facility
dry in the fall and will avoid icing problems in winter.
• Determine a maximum allowable ponding depth for safety and
aesthetics, such a Portland Oregon’s maximum 7 inch depth
(180 mm).
• Surface water should drain and/or evaporate within 72 hours
to avoid problems with mosquitoes or pathogens (Boston
Metropolitan Area Planning Council 2008) in breeding months.

Flow-through planters, Pennoyer Street,
Portland, OR.
Source: Cynthia Girling

Pros and cons:
• Because they are constructed planters, they are more expensive
than “soft” detention facilities.
• Flow-through planters are tidier looking, thus more attractive
to many people.
• Sediments must be removed on a regular basis to avoid replacing
the detention capacity of the facility.
• Winter sanding will cause clogging of flow-through planters
unless sand is regularly removed from or kept away from the
facility.

Flow through planters are drainage ways with structured sides and open
bottoms, intended primarily to slow and detain runoff. They are often
linked together in trains and may include under-drains or overflow outlets. They are typically planted to provide water filtration.
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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RAIN GARDENS

Alex Ferguson Elementary School, Calgary.
A schoolyard naturalization project was completed
in 2007 by volunteer parents, staff and students.
Consisting of a 400 sq. meter biodiverse natural
area. The rain garden is rich with native Albertan
perennials, grasses and shade trees.
Source: Maria Galdon / www.raingarden.ca

Trees
Shrubs

Bleinheim Street rain garden, Vancouver, BC.
Source: Cynthia Girling

Tall Grass

Rain gardens
Like ephermeral pools in the natural landscape, rain gardens are
planted depressions that are designed to detain all and infiltrate
some of the runoff from adjacent areas. They are designed to
have aesthetic appeal as well as a stormwater function and are
thus appropriate for pedestrian oriented, very public areas. Rain
gardens are typically heavily planted with plants that are carefully
selected for aesthetic appeal and tolerance to periodically wet
conditions. They often have a drain rock reservoir and may have an
overflow drain system to convey away excess water. Street bulbouts are ideal locations for rain gardens in mobility corridors.
Also see “Biofiltration areas.” page 46.
Recommendations for rain gardens:
• Smaller, distributed rain gardens are better than single large
scale facilities (GVRD).
• Optimum rain garden size is about 50 sq.m. draining 250 sq. m.
of impervious area (GVRD).
• Vegetation height should exceed the water level that would
result from the water quality design event.
• Absorbent soils with a minimum 450mm depth should have a
high capacity to hold and retain water.
• Provide pretreatment or sediment traps to avoid introducing
sediment into the garden (GVRD).
• Recommended minimum bottom widths are 600mm. Side
slopes 2:1 maximum to 4:1 preferred. Maximum ponded level
150-300mm (GVRD).

Grass Sun
Grass Shade
Concrete main
Concrete Sun
Concrete Shade 1
Concrete Shade 2
Concrete Shade 3
Base soil sun
Base soil med
Base soil shade
Water
Tiles Top
Tiles Side
Cars and People
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Water

Rain Gardens are planted depressions designed to detain and infiltrate
runoff. Street bulb-outs are ideal locations for rain gardens.
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INTERCEPTION BY VEGETATION
• At point-source inlets, install non-erodable material, sediment
cleanout basins, and weir flow spreaders (GVRD).
• Drawdown time for maximum ponded volume is 72 hours
(GVRD).
• The drain rock reservoir and perforated drain pipe may be
avoided where infiltration tests by a design professional show a
subsoil infiltration rate that exceeds the inflow rate (GVRD).
Pros and Cons:
• The addition of green infrastructure in mobility corridors has
very significant environmental and aesthetic benefits.
• Historic road maintenance practices will have to change to
accommodate these vegetated areas.
• Develop a partnership program with businesses, service groups,
and/or neighbours to help maintain rain gardens.
• Rain gardens and bioretention areas are not currently
recommended in Calgary for high traffic, highly sanded
areas. Testing and development is needed regarding design,
maintenance and performance.

Trees and the urban forest
Trees detain and filter stormwater runoff, encouraging infiltration,
and dissipating rainfall. Tree canopies intercept rainfall, allowing
some to re-evaporate while drips are absorbed into the leaves
and drain to the root system. The higher the percentage of
forest, trees and other permeable surfaces, the less runoff that
reaches piped drainage systems, reducing erosion and flooding.
Thus treed areas act like detention ponds, slowing the rate at
which urban runoff enters streams. Vegetated areas also help to
remove or stabilize water-borne pollutants. Root systems, soils
and their associated microbes act as sediment filters to trap and
break down many stormwater pollutants. Pesticides, fertilizers,
petroleum products, metals, salts and suspended solids all can
either be neutralized or removed by plants (Nowak and Dwyer
2000).

Landsdowne Avenue, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Mission Road, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
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Branching structure, foliage and bark texture and canopy density
determine how much rainfall is intercepted. Other factors
influencing interception by tree canopy include, relative humidity,
temperature, wind speed and the characterization of magnitude of
rainfall events. Trees can absorb a considerable amount of water,
water-polluting nitrates, phosphorus, and potassium (Keating
2002). According to American Forests, a healthy tree canopy
can tremendously reduce stormwater runoff, saving its host city
millions of dollars in infrastructure costs (Keating 2002).
Elbow Drive, Calgary

Recommendations for tree planting:
See “Optimum growth conditions for trees” page 61.

Source: Maria Galdon

Horticulturists note that trees’ weekly water
needs equal 5 gallons, plus 5 gallons per
caliper inch. This being minimum need, many
trees can take in more water.
Keating 2002

Interception by vegetation
Source: Treehugger.com
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PRINCIPLE: MIMIC NATURAL HYDROLOGY

FILTER ROAD RUNOFF
Pollution prevention through education, changing policy and
changing practices is often the most cost effective approach to
reducing urban water pollution. For example numerous cities
have implemented much more rigorous street cleaning practices.
Many cold climate cities are carefully managing quantities of sand
used during the winter and concurrently exploring alternatives to
sodium chloride (New York 2005).
Suspended sediments are one of the most significant pollutants
in Calgary’s urban runoff (Calgary 2007c). A significant amount
of sediment comes from the sanding of roads in winter.
Combinations of changing maintenance practices, stormwater
filtration are needed to mitigate the impact of mobility corridors,
particularly regarding sediment discharge into streams. Trapping
and cleaning up coarse sediments are essential first steps. Settling
or coagulating suspended sediments can be achieved with green
infrastructure.
Green infrastructure facilities such as vegetated and biofiltration
swales and stormwater wetlands, improve water quality with
natural biological and chemical processes as water percolates
through the vegetation, soils and subsoils. Vegetation along mobility
corridors can intercept rainfall and reduce erosion by increasing
surface friction, slow runoff, promote settling of suspended solids
and remove pollutants from stormwater through biological uptake
of nutrients (WERF 2008). Naturally occurring bacteria in soils
will attach themselves to sediment particles, allowing sediments
to settle out and can reduce the amount of coliform bacteria that
enters the river through the storm drainage system.
Phytoremediation refers to the process of using plants to remove
contamination from soil and water. Many plants have the ability
to absorb excess nutrients, filter out sediments and break down
pollutants commonly found in stormwater runoff. Much of
this activity occurs through microbial action in the root zones.
Plants with deep roots improve these functions by keeping soils
permeable and providing complex zones of microbial action.
Plants can be used to clean up metals, pesticides, fertilizers,
solvents, explosives, crude oil, and polyaromatic hydrocarbons
(Metro 2002).

Heritage park sediment storage, Minneapolis.
Designed by Wenk Associates, Denver.
Source: Cynthia Girling

Shop Creek sediment drop structure, Denver.
Designed by Wenk Associates
Source: Cynthia Girling
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FILTER STRIPS
Filter Strips
A filter strip is a low-angle vegetated slope designed to treat
sheet flow runoff from adjacent impervious areas. They are
often a grassed strip situated along road or parking areas that
removes pollutants from runoff as it passes across, allowing
filtering of sediments, reductions of velocity, and some infiltration
into underlying soils. Filter strips are a proven method of bioremediation used to treat small quantities of sheet flow (ideally
0.5 inches of depth) as it passes from an impervious area, such as
a mobility corridor, into a swale or infiltration area. The length and
slope of the filter strip is important for optimum performance.
Filter strips are ideal for roadside shoulders and medians. They can
serve as location for snow storage, however heavy accumulations
of salt can damage or kill vegetation.

Trees
Shrubs

Tall Grass
Grass Sun

vegetated swale

Grass Shade
Concrete main

filter strip

Concrete Sun
Concrete Shade 1
Concrete Shade 2
Concrete Shade 3
Base soil sun
Base soil med
Base soil shade
Water
Tiles Top
Tiles Side
Cars and People
Water

Filter strips are low-angle vegetated slopes designed to filter pollutants
from runoff. They may be used to pre-treat runoff before it enters an
adjacent stormwater facility.
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Recommendations for filter strips:
• Slopes should be no less than 1 percent so that water will flow,
but should be no steeper than 6 percent to allow maximum
contact between water and grass and to prevent scouring.
• The top and toe of slope should be as flat as possible (Boston
Metropolitan Area Planning Council 2008).
• Runoff entering a grassy filter strip area should have a maximum
sheet flow velocity of 0.9 meters/second.
• Filter strip should be at least 20’ long, with minimum width is
8’.
• Depth of sheet flow should be less than 0.5” for the design
storm. Depending on the pollutant removal required, residence
time should be at least 5 minutes, preferably 9 minutes or
more.
• Design a bypass structure to divert excessive flows that exceed
the design storm.
• Filter strips should be combined with other BMP methods when
in areas of higher pollutant potential (Boston Metropolitan Area
Planning Council 2008).
• The City of Calgary Stormwater Source Control Practices Handbook
recommends the following parameters for grass filter strips:

Impervious Parking Lots
Parameters

Maximum Inflow
Approach Length

10.7 m

22.9 m

Filter Strip Slope

≤2%

>2%

≤2%

>2%

Filter Strip Minimum
Length

3.0m

4.5m

6.0m

7.5m

Pros and cons
• Filter strips are a very inexpensive pre-treatment method,
ideally suited to roadways.
• They are not effective at treating high volume flows.
• They require maintenance to clean up litter and debris and
periodic mowing of grass.

Curb opening and grass filter strip.
42nd Avenue, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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BIOFILTRATION SWALES

Currie Barracks biofiltration area test site,
Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Biofiltration Swales
Biofiltration is a term adopted for processes in which stormwater
receives treatment through physical, chemical or biological
interaction with vegetation and the soil/root zone. It is an
important technique that uses soil, plants and microbes to treat
stormwater. Pollutant removal occurs by settling, infiltration, plant
uptake and /or ion exchange with soil particles. Plants physically
filter stormwater above ground and filter, uptake or break down
pollutants in the root and soil zones. In most cases significant
infiltration also occurs. Field studies from Norway are showing
that functioning of Biofiltration occurs year round even in cold
climates (Muthanna 2007).
See also “Vegetated swales” and “Rain gardens.”

Bilfiltration swales use soil, plants and microbes to remove water
pollutants. A two-layer treatment soil system is composed of a .15 m.
top layer with 15 to 30% compost, and a .9 m. deep rooting layer.
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Recommendations for biofiltration swales:
• The width of a bioswale should be between 1200 mm and 2400
mm.
• Swale longitudinal slopes in the range of 2 to 6 percent, unless
measures are taken to prevent pooling at low slopes and erosion
at high slopes; maximum velocity is .45 meters/second.
• Use of parabolic channel shapes is preferable (or at least 3:1
side slopes in trapezoidal channels).
• Swale length should be at least 60 meters, unless compensated
by larger dimensions to obtain equivalent water residence
times.
• The maximum depth of ponding is 300 mm for the water quality
design event and 500 mm for the 1:100 year event, both of which
correspond to the permissible maximum depth in traplows.
• The initial infiltration rate of the treatment soil should be greater
than 13 mm/hour.
• In slow-infiltrating soils (less than 0.3 inches/hour) a perforated
underdrain can be installed at the bottom of the excavation to
prevent ponding (Boston Metropolitan Area Planning Council
2008).
• Drawdown or emptying time duration of 12 hours is
recommended for the water quality design event and up to 72
hours for the 24 hour, 1:100 year event.
• A two-layer treatment soil system is recommended for a
bioswale by the City of Calgary.
• Planting plans should include a mix of herbaceous perennials,
shrubs and (if conditions permit) understory trees that can
tolerate intermittent ponding, saline conditions and dry
periods.
• Utility or other crossings of area should be avoided as infiltrating
water can follow the utility trench.
(Source: SSC, Calgary 2007c unless otherwise noted)

A study conducted in Trondheim, Norway
demonstrates that bioretention areas
function year-round in cold climates.
Comparing three runoff events in April and
three in August of 2005, peak flow reduction
was 13% in April versus 26% in August; total
volume reduction was 13% in April versus
25% in August. Metal retention was good
for both seasons with reductions of 90% for
zinc, 82% for lead and 72% for copper. Plant
uptake of metals was documented between
2 to 7% across the two seasons.
Muthanna,2007

Pros and cons
See “Vegetated Swales” page 26.

Top: Vegetated swale.
Bottom: Native planting in swales and depressions.
Elbow Valley, near Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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STORMWATER WETLANDS

Elbow Valley stormwater ponds, near Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Stormwater wetlands
Constructed stormwater wetlands are designed to have similar
characteristics and functions to a natural wetland, with the
specific purpose of treating stormwater runoff through uptake,
retention and settling or pollutants. The primary treatment
method is settling sediments with the secondary method being
bioremediation by the plants along the edges of permanent pond
areas. Stormwater wetlands should have a forebay intended
to settle sedmiments followed by a winding wetland area that
maximizes edge conditions. The inclusion of islands and jetties
that create longer flow paths increases treatment performance
and concurrently provides greater diversity of habitats for all
organisms. The islands can be a benefit for habitat nesting areas.
Stormwater wetlands typically require larger areas than many
other BMPs, however they can be designed to function in long,
narrow spaces. They are best located within larger rights of way,
particularly in interchange areas.

Water Centre stormwater wetland, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Stormwater wetlands are typically designed to perform detention and
treatment of runoff. Wetlands primarily function by settling out sediments
and uptaking pollutants with plants.
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Recommendations for stormwater wetlands:
The science of stormwater wetland design for bioremediation
purposes is complex. Constructed wetland experts should lead
the design of these facilities.
• Stormwater wetlands function well where soils have very poor
infiltration rates.
• Encourage the use of native wetland plants in stormwater
facilities.
• In areas that will be inundated with road runoff, consider using
salt tolerant wetland plants, although these may not be native
to Calgary.
• Wetlands should intersect base flows (groundwater) to maintain
a permanent pool of water and sustain vegetation.
• Larger stormwater wetlands can provide flood storage for
surrounding areas.
• Require long-term management plans for newly created or
restored areas.
Pros and cons
• Stormwater wetlands typically need more land area than other
BMPs.
• They can have relatively high construction costs and they require
periodic maintenance.
• Well designed wetlands have significant habitat, aesthetic and
educational values well beyond their stormwater management
functions.

Bridlewood wetland, Calgary
Source: Cynthia Girling
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PRINCIPLE: MIMIC NATURAL HYDROLOGY
BALANCE WATER DEMAND (WITH RAINFALL)
“Despite being a relatively water-rich country, Canada’s water
resources are not infinite and are not evenly distributed. In fact,
some regions, such as southern Alberta, are reaching the limits of
the local water supply. In Alberta, this problem is compounded by
recent periods of drought, rapid population growth, and an expanding
economy thirsty for water. As a result, Alberta is facing numerous
water management challenges related to growing demand, supply
fluctuations, the need to maintain healthy aquatic ecosystems, and
commitments embedded in downstream water agreements with
Saskatchewan, Manitoba, the North West Territories, and Montana.
Barring putting a cap on new users, or directing development and
industry to where there is sufficient water to support them, the
challenge is to change how water is perceived and how it is used. If we
fail to do so, we face significant economic and environmental costs.
In this regard, water conservation options such as recycling water,
water-saving technology and price signals represent an under-utilized
and promising approach to water management that may be able to
help jurisdictions like Alberta to meet the demand for water while
helping to preserve the watersheds that supply it. Water conservation
is not a panacea, but it is a critical, and potentially very effective,
means of addressing the dilemma presented by rising demand for a
limited resource.” (Wilkie 2005).
One of the significant impacts of climate change in arid landscapes
is that total annual rainfall is predicted to go down- arid ecoregions
will become even dryer. Rainfall that falls within the urban area
can no longer be considered waste that is to be whisked away,
but rather must be understood as the valuable resource that it
is. “Water Balance” is a core hydrologic concept. Water balance
refers to accounting for all flow in and out of a system no matter
what extent and accounts for infiltration (to interflow and
groundwater), evapotranspiration and runoff.
Conventional twentieth century stormwater management focused
on capturing runoff from urban landscapes and piping that runoff
to either detention areas and/or direct to streams and rivers,
essentially treating runoff as waste. This depletes sites in the city
of natural rainfall and in turn required higher levels of irrigation.
Contemporary integrated stormwater management treats rainfall
as a valuable resource and considers all components of an area’s
water balance. The water balance approach seeks to infiltrate all

University of Calgary Alistair Ross Technology
Centre xeriscape, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
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small rain events on each and every site, bringing natural rainfall
into closer contact with vegetation and taking water to streams as
interflow as in nature.
Another component of the concept of water balance is that urban
regions will need to live within their regional water budget, not
plan to import water from afar. To accommodate growth under
scenarios of reduced supply, many practices have to change. In
mobility corridors, landscaping must be suited to both winter and
summer drought conditions and can no longer rely on imported
potable water supplies for irrigation purposes.

Inland Athletic Sports Park in NW Calgary was developed with rainwater
harvesting, drainage areas, and a storage pond and treatment area. The live
storage is 27250 m3. 81,000 m3 of potable water is conserved. Partnership
between the City, Inland Aggregates, Province of Alberta and various sport and
recreation groups made this project possible.
Source: www.probaseballforce.net, Bozic 2008
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XERISCAPING
Xeriscaping
Xeriscaping is an alternative landscaping technique that focuses
on water conservation though plant selection and site design.
Xeriscaping originated in the dry, southwestern United States in
response to severe water shortages. It is defined as low water use
through creative landscaping and has as its goal the development
of a quality landscape that requires little or no artificial watering.
The process of xeriscaping involves many stages: preserving
native landscape areas which are already adapted to low water
usage; reducing high-maintenance cultivated areas; using native
plants; conserving water use. All of these concepts should be
incorporated in the design.
See also “Plant diverse native vegetation” page 72.
Recommendations for xeriscaping:
Xeriscaping experts and/or landscape architects should be
consulted for inclusion of a xeriscaping approach and drought
tolerant plants to any GI strategies.
• Many plants native to the Calgary area and Southeastern
Alberta are very drought tolerant. Look first to native Alberta
plants, especially grasses, sages and wildflowers for planting
inspiration.
• The use of mulches is a major component of a Xeriscape
program and should also become an integral part of all landscape
maintenance. Mulch basically emulates nature. The primary
benefit is protection from moisture loss through evaporation
and run-off. Mulches insulate the soil, protecting it against
temperature fluctuations. Preventing alternate freezing and
thawing in spring and fall. As mulches decay they increase water
absorption and percolation by improving the soil structure as
well as adding nutrients.
• In addition to using absorbent soils (see “Maximize on site
infiltration), an additional 8-12cm layer of mulch should be
placed over most newly planted areas.
• Encourage the nursery industry to supply native Alberta plants.

University of Calgary Alistair Ross Technology
Centre, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PRINCIPLE

AIR: MITIGATE GHG EMISSIONS
Green Infrastructure helps to minimize generated green
house gas emissions of mobility corridors.
“Trees: purify the air we breathe, acting as “the lungs of the earth”;
help reduce the effects of global warming by “filtering” carbon dioxide
emissions; improve the aesthetics of urban areas, vacant lands and
recreational sites; protect farms and watersheds against wind damage
and soil erosion; create and enhance wildlife habitats; and conserve
energy by reducing heating and cooling costs in residential areas.”
(www.treecanada.ca)
As stated above, the transportation sector is responsible for 30%
of Calgary’s GHG generation, in large part due to total vehicle miles
traveled. Accommodating alternative modes of transportation in
mobility corridors combined with designing more complete and
higher density neighbourhoods may well be the most significant
change that Calgary can make toward reducing overall vehicle
miles traveled. However, trees and other vegetation added to
mobility corridors an also help to reduce heat island effects,
filter pollutants, sequester carbon. Currently, trees along streets
create more habitable sidewalks and streets that will encourage
walking and biking. The systems such as lighting and traffic lights
used in mobility corridors consume electricity and therefore
indirectly contribute to climate change. Changing these systems
to alternative energy sources also reduces the contributions of
corridors to climate change while increasing resiliency to power
outages caused by natural disaster or any other reason.

New median planting, Elbow Drive, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Macleod Trail, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

References:
City of Calgary. Parks Urban Forest Strategic
Plan. June, 2007
City of Calgary. Proposed Parameters for
Technical Specifications for Planting Trees on
Residential Streets. November 11, 2007
Nowak et al. Calgary’s Urban Forest. USDA
Forest Service, Northeastern Research
Station. 1998
Shaflik, Carl. Environmental Effects of
Roadway Lighting. Department of Civil
Engineering, University of British Columbia,
weblink: www.darklight.org
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PRINCIPLE: MITIGATE CLIMATE CHANGE

ACCOMMODATE WALKING AND CYCLING
Accommodating the needs of pedestrians and cyclists in
mobility corridors.
Reducing urban green house gas generation (GHGs) depends on
several interrelated factors: forms and densities of neighborhoods
that enable the provision of transit and services; public transit,
walking and biking as viable alternatives to the private automobile;
and energy efficient building stock (Ewing 2008). Perhaps the most
important strategy to reduce air pollution and GHG production
associated with mobility corridors is to provide viable choices for
non-polluting modes of transportation or multiple use corridors.
City-wide, on new and existing streets, this means improving
public transit, promoting active transportation, such as walking,
cycling, skating, improved connectivity and minimize distances
between key destinations.
See the companion study “Proposed Mobility Corridor Details for
Plan It Calgary’s Road and Street Palette”.

Active transport (walking, cycling, skating) benefits:
• Accessible to travelers without regard to age or ability to drive
• Most affordable means of urban travel
• No negative environmental effects
(emissions of pollutants and GHG, noise creation)
• Do not threaten safety of other street users
• Contribute to vibrant, animated streetscapes
Bow River pathway, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Carroll Street Greenway bike lane, Vancouver
Source: Cynthia Girling
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PRINCIPLE: MITIGATE CLIMATE CHANGE

ENHANCE THE URBAN FOREST
The city’s urban forest provides many environmental benefits
including improving air quality, preventing soil erosion, moderating
the local climate and sequestering and storing carbon dioxide. The
urban forest includes trees and understory vegetation as well as
the soil, nutrients and microorganisms they grow in. They provide
vital environmental benefits in the form of stormwater retention
and remediation, noise reduction, wildlife habitat, storage of CO2,
removal of air pollutants, filtration of dust and pollen, and energy
conservation through shading and wind reduction. Even sparse
tree canopies over parking lots have been shown to reduce
area temperatures. By planting trees along mobility corridors air
quality, GHG production and heat island effects can be mitigated
at source.

“One generation plants a tree; the next
generation gets shade”
Ancient Chinese Proverb

A single large tree can sequester 39 kg of
carbon and remove .64kg of other pollutants
from the air in a single year.
USDA Forest Service 1998

A recent study examining urban heat island mitigation strategies
in New York found that street trees are one of the most effective
strategies to cool ambient air (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory 2000). Trees absorb virtually all of the sun’s energy
without radiating heat back into the air. Trees also reduce urban
temperatures through evapo-transpiration, the process by which
plants release water vapor. Because they both reduce ambient
temperatures and concurrently absorb and sequester CO2, trees
perform double service to mitigate climate change. The greater
the canopy of the urban forest, the greater the provision of
shade, the lower the energy demand, the more carbon dioxide
that can be sequestered, and the more air pollutants that can be
removed.

Calgary’s Urban Forestry 1998 study:

A 1998 Calgary Study of Urban Forests Effects Model demonstrates
the environmental benefits of the existing urban forest (USDA
Forest Service 1998). Total carbon storage equaled 400,000 tons
and 16,980 tons of net sequestration. Currently, Calgary has an
urban tree canopy area of about 7% and a goal of 20% of the total
city area (City of Calgary 2007a). However, with about 360,000
trees (in groomed parks or along roadways) in its inventory, the
City is falling behind in its goal of providing one tree for every two
citizens (City of Calgary 2007a). Slow tree growth rates coupled
with tree removal for urban expansion (eg. spar foothills area)
makes it challenging for Calgary to meet its tree canopy targets.

• Reduction in particulate and gaseous
air pollution
• Fresh air: CO2 consumption and
O2 production
• Cooler air: provide a natural
air conditioning effect
• Intercept rainfall: reduced storm water
runoff and improved water quality
• Reduce soil erosion by trapping
and slowing stormwater runoff
• Provide wildlife habitat
• Reduce noise pollution by acting as
a sound barrier
• Change the scale of a street corridor to a
more human dimension
• Add to the street’s sense of place
• Create physical barriers, directing foot
traffic or screening views (Girling 2005)

Trees filter particulates and absorb some gases. Pollutants partially
controlled by trees include nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxides,
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, ozone and small particulates
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability

• Carbon storage: 403,790 metric tons
• Gross annual carbon sequestration:
19,430 metric tons
• Net annual carbon sequestration:
16,980 metric tons
• Air pollution removal: 502 metric tons
• Calgary urban forest ozone index
score: 68.7

USDA Forest Service 1998

Trees and Urban Forestry benefits:
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MAXIMIZE TREE PLANTING
less than 10 microns in size. Up to 47% of surface pollutants
can be removed. Trees remove gaseous pollutants primarily by
uptake and absorption through leaves. Leaves and branches also
intercept particulate matter, some of which is absorbed and some
is retained on the plant surfaces.

Also see “Increase the Urban Tree Canopy” page 83.
Median trees Mission Road, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Riverdale Avenue, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Tree Species Rating over 80% for
Calgary Include:
•
Aseculus Glabra
•
Fraxinus Pennsylvanica “Patmore”
•
Picea Englemannii
•
Picea Abies
•
Pinus Aristata
Best Calgary Genera for Reducing
Ozone:
•
Amelanchier
•
Crataegus
•
Lonicera
•
Rhus
•
Eleagnus
•
Prunus
•
Viburnum
•
Fraxinus
•
Syringa
•
Ulmus
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Maximize tree planting
Mobility corridors represent about 24% of the total land area
of Calgary and a significant public land resource (USDA Forest
Service 1998). As such, mobility corridors present a unique
opportunity for the City to increase forest canopy via maximizing
planting in and alongside roadways. In addition to the ecological
benefits associated with tree planting, tree lined streets enhance
the city’s livability and the comfort of pedestrians. Trees along
streets establish a human scale to the sidewalk zone, and provide
shade and greenery that attracts people to walk.
Recommendations for tree planting:
• Make tree planting in mobility corridors a city-wide priority
• Require interdisciplinary design teams in the planning and
design of mobility corridors (assure tree planting expertise is
present).
• Select tree species that can thrive in the site-specific locations.
• Diversify tree species to establish greater resiliency to disease
and insect infestations.
• The “introduced” (non-native) urban forest should include no
more than 15% of trees belonging to a single genus, no more
than 10% of trees from one species and no more than 7% of
trees of a particular cultivar (City of Calgary 2007a).
• The average species rating for trees planted in groomed parks
and roadways should be 80% (City of Calgary 2007a).
• Utilize high canopy trees for safety. Trees next to roads should
be able to be pruned to 3meter (13ft) canopy. Trees next to
walkways 2.4 meter (8ft) canopy at maturity (Friesen, 2008).
• Tree spacing should consider issues of spatial definition, health
of the trees and habitat values.
Pros and cons
See “Optimum Growth Conditions for Trees” page 63.
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OPTIMUM GROWTH CONDITIONS FOR TREES
Optimum growth conditions for trees
Increasing the urban forest canopy in transportation corridors has
traditionally been challenging in part as a result of impediments
to the creation of optimum growing conditions. The designed
environmental conditions generally associated with these
areas (paving, underground infrastructure, pollution, space
limitations etc) have not provided adequate root area or water/
air circulation required for many trees to thrive at their mature
size. Improvements in planting techniques, engineered soils and
permeable surface options have developed in response to many
of these issues.
Tree Trenches
Trees have traditionally been planted in individual pits where
roots become stunted and tree health suffers, reducing longevity
and increasing the likelihood of pest and disease infection.
Continuous trenches shared by multiple trees maximize the area
for root spread and air/water penetration as trees can “share”
larger volumes of soil. They offer control over the characteristics
of a greater amount of soil than pit plantings and in doing so
increase the likelihood of lasting tree health. Additionally, where
pollutant levels are acceptable, trenches can become a significant
drainage feature and can reduce the necessity for irrigation after
establishment. The efficacy of these functions depends on the
characteristics of the planting medium as well as the permeability
of the surface treatment (Trowbridge 2004).
Engineered soils and soil cells
Planting trees in paved areas such as streets, sidewalks and parking
lots is often problematic, resulting in part from the incompatibility
of the structural and stability requirements for the pavement with
tree growth requirements. Engineered structural soils address
these concerns, creating a stable base suitable for paving, while
allowing for root penetration, air circulation, and water infiltration.
Structural soil is a mixture of angular stone aggregate and planting
soil, with a binder. Voids in the stone are filled with soil to provide
air, space and nutrients for root growth. The material can be
compacted adequately for paving purposes (Urban 2008). Air
and water penetration is affected by the choice (permeability) of
surface material and the soil area surrounding the tree that is left
exposed (Trowbridge 2004).
Structural soil cells are a pre-manufactured system designed to
provide support for paving while providing very significant void
spaces for soil and plant roots. Structural soil cell systems were
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability

Memorial Drive ‘Landscape of Memory’ Project,
Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Street vegetation Bridgeland, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
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designed for areas that have tree planting in extensive pavement
areas (Urban 2008).

Ultimate Tree Size
Crown
Spread

DBH-Trunk
Diameter

Sq Ft
m2

Inch
mm

1200
111

24
610

1000
92

20
508

800
74

16
406

550
51

12
305

350
32

8
203

150
14

4
102

Example: A 406mm (16 inch) diameter
tree requires 28.3 m3 (1000 cf) of soil.

200
5.7

400
11.3

600
17.0

800
22.7

Soil Volume Required

1000
28.3

1200
34.0

1400
39.7

1600
45.3

Cu Ft
m3

Soil Volume available and suitable for tree growth
should be sufficient for trees to achieve a size in
which they provide benefit. The chart above illustrates soil volume and ultimate tree size relationships.
Source: Derived from Urban 2008

Permeable Surfaces
When appropriate soil (area/structure) has been provided to
create optimum growing conditions, consideration must be given
to the surface treatment applied above it. Where impermeable
surfaces are laid, sufficient amounts of water and air to support
healthy mature trees will likely be unable to penetrate the soil.
Allow for the maximum area of exposed soil around the trunk
and where paving is required utilize permeable options when
possible.
Recommendations for optimum growth:
• Develop tree supply and installation standards for trees planted
in mobility corridors.
• Provide minimum soil volumes of 14 m3 in sidewalk areas and
28 m3 in landscape areas.

Total annual Precipitation for 1987-2007 (years)

pervious pavement
planting soil
tree trench

structural soil cell

Tree vaults are planting trenches dedicated to trees below grade.
Continuous trenches maximize the area for root growth. Structural soil
cells can be used under pervious paved areas to allow use of the ground
plane. Tree vault in paved areas: Minimum 2 meter wide planting zone
(vault = 2 m wide x 7 m long x 1 m deep)
part II
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• Assume 1 meter from finished grade planting depth. Some urban
conditions may require over-excavating (Trowbridge 2004).
• Establish minimum design standards for tree planting “vaults” in
mobility corridors.
• Wherever possible dedicate continuous, generously sized tree
trenches along planting strips.
• Utilize engineered soils and/or tree cells to optimize growing
conditions in tight urban conditions.
• Use pervious pavements above roots to allow for water and
oxygen movement.
• Planters and/or fences should be used in high traffic areas to
protect trunks and roots.
• Where soil volume is restricted, plant smaller, drought-resistant
species.
• Flush salt-laden water quickly to soils below the rooting zone
of trees.
• Include vertical and horizontal barriers to deflect salt splash and
gravel throw where applicable.
• Absolute minimum tree planting zone = 1.22 meters (4 feet)
(requires a planting vault of 1.22 wide x 17m long x 1 deep=
~14 m3).
• Preferred planting zone width = 2.13 meters (vault then equals
2.13 wide x 6.6 m long x 1 m deep= ~ 14 m3).
(Width from “Access Minneapolis Design Guidelines for Streets
and Sidewalks” 2008)
Also refer to Technical Specifications for Planting Trees in Residential
Areas (Calgary 2007b) for detailed recommendations for tree
planting in Calgary.
Pros and cons
• Competition for below-ground space, road salting, breakage
by vehicles and/or vandalism, inadequate air and water make
urban conditions very harsh for trees. But knowledge exists to
improve the conditions for urban trees.
• Resources must be dedicated to the urban forest to plant and
maintain a healthy urban forest.
• Trees need water to survive. Water balance planning, capturing
rainwater, and judicious selection of trees is necessary.
• Urban trees need pruning and other maintenance- this takes
human resources.
• Where conditions prohibit tree planting, other landscape types
may substitute well. For example, wetlands or native grasslands
may be appropriate substitutes along highways.

4th Street tree trench, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Large planted areas at bulb-outs provide growing
space for trees.
Broadway Avenue, Vancouver
Source: Cynthia Girling

UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PRINCIPLE: MITIGATE CLIMATE CHANGE

REDUCE ENERGY DEMAND
Mobility corridors use energy to run lighting, signals, lit signage
and other systems. It is known that much conventional street
and highway lighting is terribly inefficient, often lighting far more
area than is desired and causing serious light pollution. Lighting,
signage, traffic signaling, cameras, computerized operating systems
to mention the most obvious, are all technologies used within
mobility corridors that consume energy, thus contribute to the
city’s GHG generation. In Alberta, most electricity is produced
by coal and gas fired generators. Each kilowatt-hour of electricity
generated results in the emission of one kilogram of CO2 into the
atmosphere (Royal Astronomical Society of Canada). Lighting and
signage in particular are available using solar or other alternative
energy sources and can help to reduce the GHG production of
Calgary’s mobility corridors.
The following table outlines the amount of consumed energy by
lights at different rates (watts) that produce very similar amounts
of light (lumens):
Type of Bulb
Watts per 1000 lumens
Incandescent
60 watts (least efficient)
Mercury vapour
24 watts
Metal halide
17 watts
High pressure sodium
12 watts (typical street light bulb)
Low pressure sodium
8 watts (most efficient)
(Royal Astronomical Society of Canada).

Pavements also contribute to the city’s GHG production, albeit
indirectly. Low albedo or dark pavements like the ubiquitous
asphalt, absorb the sun’s energy and contribute significantly to
increasing the heat island effect and daily temperatures in Calgary
in the summer. This raises temperatures in the city and causes
people to turn up the air conditioning in buildings and vehicles.
High albedo or lighter pavements diminish the heat island effect
relative to darker pavements and thereby help to reduce summer
cooling demand. There may also be a collateral effect of pavements
with higher albedos. Night-time visibility is improved on higher
albedo pavements.
The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory estimates that all
existing pavements in Los Angeles could be replaced in 20 years
of typical maintenance cycles, with pavements of higher albedo,
increasing the average pavement albedo in the Los Angeles area to
0.25. This could save $90 million US annually (Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory).
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability

Mission Road solar power lights, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
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HIGH ALBEDO PAVEMENTS
High albedo pavements
Dark materials absorb more heat from the sun. Black surfaces in
the sun can become up to 40°C hotter than the most reflective
white surfaces. Roads are frequently paved with black asphalt
concrete, absorbing most of the sunlight that falls upon them.
The energy of the sunlight is converted into thermal energy and
pavements get hot, heating the air around them and contributing
greatly to the heat island effect.

High albedo pavements

The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
modeled wide-scale implementation of
reflective surfaces (high albedo surfaces)
and urban vegetation for the Los Angeles
Basin. The proposals modeled showed direct
energy savings of $100 million per year and
an indirect energy savings of $70 million per
year for total of about $170 million per year.
The potential savings from improved air
quality (reduced smog) is about $360 million
per year. They estimate that the potential
national savings for energy and smog should
exceed $5 billion per year.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

The Heat Island Group measured the
temperatures of three pavements outside of
their laboratory: a dark, fresh asphalt had an
albedo of 0.05 and a temperature of 51°C;
a lighter, aged asphalt had an albedo of 0.15
and a temperature of 46°C; a high albedo
prototype asphalt coating had an albedo of
0.51 and a temperature of only 31°C.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
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Albedo or reflectivity is the ratio of the amount of light reflected
from a material to the amount of light shone on the material. In
the case of pavements, a lower albedo suggests that more sunlight
in absorbed by the pavement. High albedo pavement material is
light in color and reflects sunlight away form the surface. With less
sunlight absorbed, the pavement radiates less heat. High albedo
pavement therefore reduces the urban heat island effect and
cooling costs, aids the survival of urban vegetation, and improves
air quality. Pavements with higher albedos absorb less energy and
are thus cooler. The reduction in temperature also improves the
durability of pavements and extends their lifetimes.
Evidence about high albedo pavement:
• Lower pavement temperatures lead to longer lifetimes
for pavements. High albedo pavements improve effects of
temperature on “rutting,” “permanent shear strain,” and the
“aging of viscosity.”
• High albedo reflective coatings can help delay deterioration of
pavements. The number of traverses of a single-axle load before
a 1.3-cm rut is created is much larger when the pavement
temperature is lowered from 50°C to 40°C (measured 5 cm
below the surface). This suggests that failure due to rutting can
be delayed if the pavement is kept cooler by a reflective coating
(Harvey).
• Permanent deformation due to shear strain can be decreased
if the pavement is kept cooler. An asphalt pavement that is
subjected to repeated simple shear permanently deforms
over time. This permanent deformation of pavement severely
decreased as the temperature of the pavement is decreased
from 60°C (140°F) to 40°C (104°F). The effect is similar to what
may occur at bus stops, where vehicles apply shear when they
brake and shove the pavement (Harvey).
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• Pavement deterioration increases rapidly with average annual
temperature. Even in the absence of traffic, asphalt binder
deteriorates. The stiffening of asphalt is seen to increase by an
order of magnitude when the asphalt is merely exposed in a
sunny, hot climate (Caltrans).
• The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, measured the
albedos of various asphalt concrete pavements. The most
recently paved surfaces have an albedo of about 0.04, because
the asphalt (bitumin) coats the aggregate. (A typical asphalt
concrete pavement is about 85% by volume of mineral
aggregate and 15% asphalt.) Within 5 years the albedos
increase to a mean value of 0.12 because the asphalt wears
away, revealing some of the aggregate. Over time, the albedo of
asphalt concrete approaches 0.12. The average albedo is about
0.12. The maximum does not exceed 0.16. Note that a specific
pavement’s albedo would depend on the kind of aggregate used
and the history (e.g. sunlight, soiling, traffic) of the pavement
(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory).

A City of Calgary high albedo porous pavement
research project is evaluating collected data to determine performance in cold climate, long term
treatment efficiency, particle sizes removed and
long term percolation capacity.
Currie Barracks test site, Calgary.
Source: Maria Galdon

High albedo porous concrete (right) contrasts with conventional black asphalt (left).
Pringle Creek, Salem, Oregon
Source: Ronald Kellett
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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ENERGY CONSERVATION AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SYSTEMS
Energy conservation, alternative energy systems
Energy wasted by the misdirection of roadway lighting is a direct
side effect of light trespass. Light trespass can be correctly equated
to wasted energy. It has been estimated by research undertaken
by the International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) that up to 30%
of all roadway lighting is lost or misdirected from the intended
source. IDA estimates that badly designed outdoor lighting
wastes $10 billion in energy a year in the US not including the
corresponding increases in air pollution resulting from this wasted
energy (Shaflik). The same researchers estimate that up to 50% of
all light pollution may be the result of roadway lighting (Shaflik).
Solar powered street lighting, signage and pedestrian crossings
are all available on the market.

Crowfoot Circle solar power irrigation, Calgary
Source: City of Calgary

Recommendations alternative energy systems
• Energy efficient/dark sky light fixtures are designed to direct
lamplight downward and outward where it is useful rather than
upward where it wastes energy and contributes to glare and
light pollution.
• Dark sky lighting is especially appropriate in residential and
mixed use areas, as well as natural areas where inefficient street
lighting pollutes the residences or habitat of other users.
• Some applications may be suitable for alternative energy systems
such as solar powered signage and lighting.
• Where irrigation systems are used, they may also be driven by
solar power.
• Billboards are powered by electricity and suppliers could be
given incentives to get off the power grid by using alternative
energy such as solar.
Pros and cons
• Energy efficient/dark sky fixtures should be used as old fixtures
are replaced.
• Currently alternative energy systems, such as solar lighting, are
more expensive than wired fixtures. It takes full cost accounting
and time to realize their benefits.

Solar power street light
Source: Cynthia Girling
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PRINCIPLE

HABITAT: ENHANCE URBAN BIODIVERSITY
Green Infrastructure can Enhance Urban Biodiversity and
Habitat Connectivity in/via Mobility Corridors.

“Although many human activities promote biotic homogenization
(reduce biodiversity), urbanization is one of the most homogenizing
activities of all”.
McKinney 2005

As urbanized areas expand, their negative impacts on regional
biodiversity increase. However, urban areas do not need to be
habitat wastelands. All vegetated areas in cities can be designed
to contribute habitat values. Perhaps most importantly, existing
viable habitat areas should be protected and connected to
each other. Similarly, mature trees should be highly valued and
protected for their multiple environmental services and very high
habitat values. Mobility corridors, as an extensive and ubiquitous
network extending across the city, can contribute to connecting
habitat areas. Green corridors should be intentionally planned to
connect important habitat areas in Calgary. Where roadside design
and management intentionally enhances biological complexity,
the overall biodiversity of these areas will improve. The use of
diverse, native vegetation within mobility corridors can be an
important tool to improving urban biodiversity. Native vegetation
has a greater likelihood of integrating into the local ecological food
and habitat network, and in doing so helps to support a variety
of related animal species. With over 90% of the Calgary area’s
pre-development wetland areas now lost to urbanization, created
wetlands are another tool to enhance urban biodiversity. Wetlands
are rich habitat areas that also can serve important stormwater
management functions, while being beautiful natural areas in
neighbourhoods.

References:
Fleury, Alison M, Brown, Robert D.
A framework for the design of wildlife
conservation corridors with specific application
to southwestern Ontario. Landscape and
Urban Planning. 37(1997), 163-186
Forman, Richard, Sparlin et al. Road
Ecology: Science and Solutions. Island Press:
Washington DC, 2003.
Metro. Green Streets: Innovative Solutions
for Stormwater and Stream Crossings. Metro:
Portland, First edition. June 2002
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PRINCIPLE: ENHANCE URBAN BIODIVERSITY

PRESERVE AND ENHANCE BIODIVERSITY
Biodiversity refers to the number of species existing in a particular
area. All ecosystems depend on a natural environment that
contains biologically diverse plant and animal species, and habitat
loss and alien species invasions are considered the greatest threats
to global biodiversity. The preservation of biological diversity and
natural habitats ensures the protection of resources including air,
water, soil and vegetation. Biologically diverse areas create stable
ecological systems which in turn moderate larger systems like
temperature and climate, and provide us with an enduring supply
of food, clean water and air.
Vegetative diversity creates a range of potential animal habitats
that in turn allow for greater diversity in resident species. Over 20
plant communities have been known to exist in the Calgary area.
Of these, Rough Fescue Grassland, Douglas Fir/Moss and Closed
Canopy Old Growth White Spruce/Dogwood/Moss are considered
unique. City habitat assessment surveys have indicated that areas
dominated by tree cover within Calgary are highly suitable for
indicator species, while mixed grassland with no canopy was
rated significantly less so. The green network of Calgary’s urban
park system has been identified as containing valuable habitat.
Patches of highly suitable habitat for some desirable species have
been identified within the city’s parks system in areas including
Edworthy, Bowness and Fish Creek parks (City of Calgary 1993,
City of Calgary 1994).
Maximizing vegetative diversity within mobility corridors will
contribute to urban ecological functions. Inserting areas with habitat
value in the city can increase biodiversity at the neighbourhood
scale and also contribute to educational opportunities for it users.
Where roadside design and management enhances biological
complexity, the overall diversity of these areas is often significant
(Forman et al 2003).
As discussed above, roadways such as Deerfoot Trail (Bow river
riparian areas) and Macleod Trail (Fish Creek park) pass through
some of Calgary’s natural park lands, fragmenting habitat. By
improving habitat within these mobility corridors, their impacts
can be reduced for some species. Planting diverse and layered
communities of native plants along mobility corridors can enrich
biodiversity and wildlife habitability throughout the city. Native
plants typically require less water, energy and human labor to
maintain.

Elbow Valley native vegetation, near Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Garden Crescent native planting in island,
Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
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DIVERSE NATIVE VEGETATION
Diverse native vegetation
The proportion of native vegetation in a particular patch of land
is generally considered to be an indicator of ecological value.
Native vegetation has a greater likelihood of integrating into the
local ecological food and habitat network, and in doing so helps to
support a variety of related animal species. Wildlife also contributes
to plant community health and diversity, via the distribution of
seeds within habitat areas. The presence of native vegetation
within corridors has been shown to improve their connectivity
value (Cook 2002).

Crescent Road native grasslands, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Native plants are well adapted to a range of local micro-habitats
including areas where wetlands and grasslands would naturally
occur. Calgary has a wide variety of native plant communities
that have high habitat value for desirable wildlife species. Efforts
should be made to integrate these within areas well matched to
their cultural requirements (City of Calgary 1994). Calgary’s
urban forest presently contains approximately 7,000,000 native
trees (City of Calgary 2007a).
Calgary’s network of mobility corridors travels through a range of
environments, creating opportunities for planting a wide variety
of well-adapted native plants.

10th Avenue SW, Mountain Equipment Coop
native planting, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Elbow Valley native planting in island, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
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Open grassland is a favored landscape along major highways and
roadways, however at present many of these landscapes are nonnative, mowed turf grasses. Native grasses are appropriate plants
for mobility corridors and within prairie areas, strips of natural
grassland dominated by native plants compete well against weeds,
control erosion, tolerate drought and require minimal mowing
(Forman et al 2003). Native grasses are uniquely adapted to the
climate and soils of the Calgary area, as their deep roots withstand
drought, requiring much less maintenance than turfgrasses.
Grasslands also provide valuable breeding and foraging habitat
for numerous wildlife species including the short eared owl and
meadow vole (City of Calgary 1994). Although part of Calgary is
located within the fescue grass ecoregion, most of the associated
native vegetation has disappeared from the Calgary area as a result
of human land use (City of Calgary 1993).
Recommendations for planting native vegetation:
• Minimize disturbance in natural areas. Restore areas that are
damaged.
• Use native plant species that are well adapted to micro-climate
and site conditions.
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• Where possible, group plants from similar naturally occurring
communities to respond to existing micro-habitat conditions.
• Encourage the use of native grasses instead of turfgrass along
mobility corridors, especially highways and through roads.
• Manage grasslands to maximize habitat values.
• Preserve and re-place local soils or mimic soil properties and
chemistry.
• Irregular edges create more diverse vegetative habitats.
• Eliminate invasive species as they displace natives and are a
serious threat to biodiversity.
• Require long term management plans for newly created or
restored areas.
• Avoid using chemical fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides.
• Plan maintenance regimes to mimic natural cycles. This gives
natives advantage over non-natives.
Pros and cons:
• The conditions of downtown and other highly urbanized areas
may not provide ideal circumstances for native plants. High
traffic volumes and related pollution, extensive pavements
and heavy winter use of sand and salt are conditions that many
natives cannot withstand.
• Native grasses are not particularly salt tolerant, thus they may
not be appropriate along road edges where salt-laden snow is
stored.
• The City should consider snow and salt management plans
that reduce or eliminate the use of sodium chloride in sensitive
habitat areas. Alternatives are available on the market.
• Acquiring native vegetation can sometimes be commercially
challenging. Encourage the nursery industry to supply native
Alberta vegetation.

The artful arrangement of native plants can be
strikingly beautiful while also providing habitat
value. Mission Road native planting in bulb out,
Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Landsdowne Avenue native vegetation, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

NATIVE VEG

Native vegetation in a mobility corridor.
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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RE-CREATE WETLAND AREAS

Water accumulation in depressed area,
16th Avenue NW, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Griffith Woods Park is classified as a Special Protection Natural Environment Park because of its
overall environmental sensitivity and significance.
This wetland is associated with spring-fed streams
that flow into the park, resulting in a rich variety of
aquatic ecosystems and highly diverse vegetation.
Discovery Ridge, Calgary

Re-create wetland areas
Research has indicated that Calgary contains both provincially
and nationally significant wetlands. However, over 90% of the
wetlands that historically existed in the city have now been
obliterated by development, destroying their important habitat
and hydrologic functions (City of Calgary 2004). Wetlands act as
natural detention areas and provide flood storage. Restoring or
creating multiple small wetlands throughout the landscape can help
to re-create the natural hydrology of Calgary. Their preservation
and re-creation within mobility corridors can improve biodiversity
and habitability. Wetlands can also improve water quality, reduce
the risk of flooding and create valuable social spaces (City of
Calgary 2004). Low-lying cloverleaf areas are ideal locations for
stormwater wetlands in mobility corridors. The City of Calgary
has recognized the importance of preserving functional wetlands
during the urban development process in its 2007 Calgary Wetland
Conservation Plan. In light of the significance of their ecological
functions, efforts should also be made to restore and create
wetlands throughout the city and its mobility corridors.
Recommendations for created wetlands:
• Stormwater management sites that are poorly drained are ideal
locations for stormwater wetlands.
• Encourage the use of native wetland plants in stormwater
facilities.
Also see “Stormwater wetlands” page 48.

Source: Maria Galdon

The Fellows Creek Wetland improves water quality, stabilizes stream
banks, reduces pollutants entering the Rouge River and provides fish and
wildlife habitat.
Source: www.tangentlife.com
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CREATE LAYERED CANOPY & INCREASE PLANT DIVERSITY
Create a layered canopy
Vertical habitat diversity occurs where tree canopy, shrub layer
and groundcover exist together. This type of variation is a general
indicator of habitat value as it creates opportunities for a wider
range of species. Small mammals, reptiles and birds will occupy
the shrub layer, while insects occupy the groundcover. Calgary
habitat suitability surveys have indicated that where tree and shrub
canopies exist, habitat value is significantly higher than grassland
alone (City of Calgary 1994).
Recommendations for increased plant diversity:
• Seek appropriate locations within mobility corridors to plant
layered vegetation.
• Balance needs for visual access into spaces with opportunity for
layered canopy.
• The verges of major mobility corridors with limited human
access provide ideal opportunities for layered vegetation.
• Stormwater management areas provide opportunities for
planting layered riparian vegetation or wetland plants.
Pros and cons:
• Calgary’s street design standards currently prohibit planting of
shrubs within the rights of way. The assumptions and rationale
behind this standard should be reviewed as the need for this
may not apply equally to all mobility corridor situations.

Native vegetation and layered canopy, Roxboro
Park, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Bow River pathway layered canopy, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Native vegetation and layered canopy in a mobility corridor.
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PRINCIPLE: ENHANCE URBAN BIODIVERSITY

INCREASE HABITAT CONNECTIVITY
Fragmented habitat areas with poor inter-connectivity make life
challenging for urban wildlife. The maintenance of persistent
and healthy wildlife populations requires free animal movement
through the landscape to allow for travel between habitat patches,
dispersal throughout the landscape, and re-colonization of areas
in which extinction previously occurred.
Ecologically well-connected landscapes within the urban
environment are those in which a network of landscape features
enable movement between habitat nodes (patches) are joined
by appropriately vegetated corridors (Fernandez-Juricic 2000).
The strength of a well-connected urban habitat can be at least
partially measured by its degree of connection between species
rich areas, its relationship to the urban context, the completeness
of its network, and the ability of its structure to support wildlife
habitat and movement (Cook 2002). Where efforts are made to
improve connectivity in the urban context, species numbers tend
to increase. Calgary’s mobility corridors have the unique potential
to provide such connectivity between habitat areas of significance
such as Edworthy and Fish Creek Parks (City of Calgary 1994).
Habitat connectivity has a positive influence on biodiversity.
By allowing animal movement throughout the urban fabric,
connected landscapes help protect the diversity of the genetic
pool and reduce the chance of regional species extinction. Urban
landscape connectivity may help reduce population decline in
habitat patches that are too small to support independent groups,
by allowing movement between habitable areas. Additionally, it
provides the movement channels necessary in the event that an
existing patch becomes unsuitable for habitation. Re-connection
of fragmented habitats permits the inhabitation of previously
uninhabited patches via similar processes.
Habitat connectivity particularly important for multi-habitat
animals such as the Varying Hare and the endangered Swainson’s
Hawk, that move through a variety of landscape types in order
to meet their needs (City of Calgary 1994). Well-connected
landscapes are also likely to have greater vegetative biodiversity
as a result of the animal and wind dispersal of plant reproductive
material. The more connected urban habitat patches are, the
healthier their ecosystems are thought to be (Girling and Kellett
2005).

Roadside habitat area, Landsdowne Avenue,
Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
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Planted boulevards and medians within urban mobility corridors
can become connections between otherwise fragmented habitat
patches. Mobility corridors are a ubiquitous, pre-existing network
of public lands that can be intentionally planted with trees and
other plants to provide habitat connectivity functions. Where
mobility corridors interrupt streams, rivers and other habitat
areas, cross-corridor habitat connections can be made.

Fish Creek Park, Calgary

LEGEND:
habitat patches
habitat connections in mobility corridors
mobility corridors
creek / stream / river

The pre-exisitng roadway network can be intentionally planted for
habitat connectivity.
part II
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WILDLIFE CORRIDORS
Wildlife corridors
Wildlife corridors are strips of land that run through developed
or other non-habitat areas (urban matrix), connecting patches of
larger habitat via continuously vegetated links (Fleury and Brown
1997). Appropriate vegetation planted in mobility corridors
can create wildlife corridors for wildlife. This function must be
considered at a variety of scales. The Bow and Elbow Rivers
provide regional corridors, continuous canopies of street trees
may create valuable connections for some birds and tree animals
at the urban scale, and small groupings of trees joined by swales
can be effective patches and corridors within a neighborhood
context. Ideally, corridors should exhibit ecological integrity in their
provision of near natural conditions for productivity, biodiversity,
soil and water (Cook 2002).
Recommendations for wildlife corridors:
All wildlife habitat areas should be designed by qualified
professionals.
• Increase connectivity between vegetative habitat areas with
wildlife corridors.
• To create highly functioning wildlife corridors, structural and
plant species requirements should be continuously maintained
(ie. continuous tree canopy or continuous riparian vegetation).
• Native vegetation planted along stormwater swales and wetlands
can provide highly effective wildlife corridors.
• Where long distance animal dispersal is required, wider rather
than narrow roadside corridors are most effective.
• Wildlife corridors can be designed to be species-specific, thus
enabling movement of some while discouraging other species.

The Importance of Shrubs to Wildlife:
Shrubs
Willows
Beaked Hazelnut
Swamp Birch
Alders
Gooseberries and Currants
Saskatoon Berry
Shrubby cinquefoil
Pin Cherry
Choke Cherry
Rose
Raspberry
Wolf Willow
Canada Buffalo-Berry
Red-Osier Dogwood
Labrador Tea
Blueberry
Honeysuckle
Buckbrush
Cranberry
Scale

Big Game
1
1
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
3
1
3
2
2
2
1

Birds
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
2
1
1

1 = very important
2 = moderately important
3 = not important

B. Stubbs. Alberta Fish and Wildlife
Guide to the Common Native Trees and Shrubs of Alberta.
Alberta Environment.

Pros and cons:
• Inviting some wildlife such as large mammals into mobility
corridors creates conflicts with vehicles.
• Fencing and other barriers should be used to direct these
species to designed wildlife crossings.

Bow River pathway, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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WILDLIFE CROSSINGS AND PASSAGES
Wildlife Crossings and Passages
Wildlife crossings and passages are physical perforations in
mobility corridors that allow for animal movement across streets.
These can be in the form of above or below ground corridors
and are a viable means of maintaining habitat continuity for many
species. Planting both sides of stretches of road with shrubs and
trees preferred by native wildlife increases the success of crossing
by flying, tree and ground animals. The most important locations
for crossings are those chosen for their ability to create effective
zones of landscape connectivity (Forman et al 2003).

Trees
Shrubs

Tall Grass

Multiple and variable under/overpasses and connected tree
canopies are preferable in urban contexts. Crossings and passages
are relevant in both riparian and upland contexts as species in
both environments are sensitive to habitat discontinuity. Creating
corridors that connect upland and riparian areas can also create
linkages for floodplain species displaced by flooding. A diversity
of crossing connections, characters and locations increases their
usability by a greater number of species. Research suggests that
wildlife crossings are the best solution to urban fragmentation
when larger-scale interventions are not possible (Soule 1991).

Grass Sun
Grass Shade
Concrete main
Concrete Sun
Concrete Shade 1
Concrete Shade 2
Concrete Shade 3
Base soil sun
Base soil med
Base soil shade
Water
Tiles Top
Tiles Side
Cars and People
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Wildlife crossings are under- or over-passes designed to provide a
continuous wildlife corridor across a roadway and serve to reduce
mortality rates. They are helpful in both riparian and upland habitat
contexts.

Water
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Recommendations for wildlife crossings and passages:
All wildlife habitat areas should be designed by qualified
professionals.
• Use arch or embedded culverts instead of pipe culverts so that
the physical character of stream channels can be retained.
• Where culverts are a viable choice for stream crossings, be
sure to make their size and environment appropriate for animal
movement
• Ensure that local species-specific requirements for passage, flow
velocity and flow depth of stream passages are met.
• Avoid baffles in stream passages, as they can trap debris and
impede movement
• Vegetative cover in and along movement routes should extend
through crossings and be combined with sheltering agents.
• Streambed slopes through culvert crossings should be at a
natural grade.
• For embedded culverts the depth must be 30 cm (1 foot) or
20% of the culvert rise, which ever is greater.

Pros and cons:
• Separating the gradient of wildlife crossings from roadways
helps to reduce vehicle- wildlife conflicts.
• Wildlife crossings may be able to be designed to accommodate
safe pedestrian crossings as well.
• Fencing or other barriers may be needed to direct wildlife to
the crossings.
• Constructing effective wildlife crossings will typically add cost to
roadway construction, however early consideration of wildlife
needs in roadway design can minimize extra costs.
Over the road wildlife crossing, Banff, Alberta

26th Avenue urban wildlife, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PRINCIPLE: ENHANCE URBAN BIODIVERSITY

INCREASE URBAN TREE CANOPY
Increasing the urban forest canopy improves habitat values and
connectivity in the city. The urban tree canopy creates valuable
habitat and is an important part of an ecologically integrated urban
fabric. Urban trees provide food and shelter for many Calgary
wildlife species including hole-nesting birds and mammals such
as the 3 Toed Woodpecker (City of Calgary 1993). When well
connected, trees can create avian movement corridors that provide
links between larger habitat patches. Trees within and alongside
urban transportation corridors can also separate and define the
boundaries between right-of-ways and adjacent areas, potentially
reducing the impacts of traffic noise on sensitive wildlife. As paved
surfaces in Calgary comprise 24% of the City’s urban area, the
increased integration of trees into these areas could significantly
increase the urban forest canopy (Nowak 1998).
A healthy and sustainable urban forest is a significant ecological
resource that takes decades to mature. Comprised of over 8
million trees, the City of Calgary Urban Forest includes all trees
on private and public land within the city limits. Within this are
170 000 street trees valued at over 400 million dollars (City of
Calgary 2007a). It contains trees of varying ages and species
that provide population stability and enable natural patterns of
succession. Individual trees within the forest should be healthy
and able to withstand climactic fluctuations and pests. In addition
to an overall increase in urban forest areas, measures should be
taken to improve the connectivity of native stands to improve the
integrated functioning of regional ecology.
Also see “Enhance the Urban Forest” page 59.

17th Avenue SW, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Crescent Heights, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Riverdale Avenue, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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MATURE TREES

Garden Crescent, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Mature trees
A healthy urban forest is one that is comprised of a range of
tree ages and species. The presence of mature trees encourages
natural patterns of succession and increased biodiversity. Mature
trees support communities of mosses, lichens, bark insects and
hold nesting birds. Sustaining the amount of healthy, growing
trees enhances carbon sequestration and reduces emissions
from decomposition. Mature trees are also especially important
in reducing microclimatic variation and play an important role
in slope stabilization. Where greenfield development occurs,
the preservation and improvement of existing forest stands and
their related plant communities should be a priority. In areas of
redevelopment, efforts should be made to protect existing street
trees. The City of Calgary has recognized the importance of
mature trees in its “Tree Protection Plan” which intends to reduce
or eliminate damage to city trees in areas of development.

The new Heritage Park parking lot was designed
around existing mature trees, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Tree protection fence on a construction site, 3rd Street SW, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon
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Recommendations for preserving mature trees:
• Enforce Calgary Tree Protection Bylaw for road redevelopment
and new roads.
• Encourage development of valued urban forest through resident
programs such as “NeighborWoods” and “Calgary Planting
Incentive Program.”
• The urban forest requires management and maintenance.
Allocate sufficient resources for urban forest management.
• Establish and enforce tree protection regulations for construction
sites. Apply the Calgary Tree Protection Bylaw to all construction
sites.
• Protect both above grade portions of existing trees as well as
the root zones.
• Avoid increasing soil depth over existing roots as this will likely
impede air circulation.
• Interplanting of young trees among more mature ones ensures
the establishment of successive generations (as per city tree
life-cycle management program).
• Relocate planned sidewalks, driveways and other impediments
to accommodate existing trees.
• If mature trees have to be removed for safety reasons, use canopy
or caliper equivalency standards for replacement (several new
trees may equal removal of one mature tree).
Pros and cons:
• Mature trees may drop branches and eventually may become
dangerous if over sidewalks and streets. Manage mature trees
and the area around them to extend their lives.
• Engage arborists with expertise in saving mature trees to assess
the impacts of roadway upgrades upon existing street trees. If
trees absolutely cannot be saved, replace with equivalent caliper
or canopy cover.
• Encourage full cost analysis approaches to decision-making
about removing mature trees.
• Currently Calgary has no enabling legislation to enforce tree
protection regulations for private lands.
• Currently Calgary has no enabling legislation to avoid soil
compaction. Soil compaction can significantly damage the life
span of a tree.

Roxboro Road, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Macleod Trail, Calgary
Source: Maria Galdon

Mature trees were protected in the redevelopment of Garrison Woods, Calgary
Source: Cynthia Girling
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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PART III

APPLICATION

APPLICATION IN MOBILITY CORRIDORS
This report provides high-level non site-specific principles and
strategies for implementing Green Infrastructure in Calgary’s
mobility corridors in the future. The document is intentionally
introductory and general and is not intended to be implemented
as it is currently written. Rather, this document is intended as a
resource. It brings together multiple sources of information about
GI and stormwater BMPs as applied to roadway corridors in
Calgary. The document draws heavily on current plans and policies
in Calgary such as Calgary’s 2006 State of the Environment Report,
the Stormwater Source Control Practices Handbook and Calgary, a
City of Trees: Parks Urban Forest Strategic Plan. It also extensively
references other cities, including cold-climate cities that have
implemented these practices in urban areas.
This chapter serves two purposes:
1. It provides a cross-walk to the parallel study, “Proposed Mobility
Corridor Details for Plan It Calgary’s Road and Street Palette” which
is looking at changes to design criteria and engineering standards
that are necessary to achieve the functional requirements for
multi-modal corridors. The mobility corridor cross-sections have
been jointly developed and apply to both reports, although the
sections provided herein emphasize where GI can be inserted
into roadway rights of way.
2. Based upon stakeholder input obtained September 22, 2008
(see Appendix) this chapter provides guidance about policy,
organizational and legal issues that will need to be addressed in
order to implement many of these GI strategies in Calgary.
Application
Representatives from most departments in the City of Calgary
that play a role in the planning, design and operation of roadways,
as well as representatives from several utility companies attended
a workshop September 22, 2008. The full report of that workshop
is attached as Appendix (page 117).
The following is a summary of the advice they provided regarding
what it will take to implement GI in mobility corridors. The advice
is divided into the subtopics of policy issues, operations issues, and
bylaw or design standards issues that will need to be addressed
to move forward in the adoption of Green Infrastructure
approaches.
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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Green Infrastructure is by its nature multi-functional, thus
crosses the mandates of numerous city departments. Perhaps
the most important message that came from this workshop is
that GI demands a more effective inter-department and thus
interdisciplinary, team-based approach to planning, design and
operations of the roadway system. Without such an approach, GI
strategies cannot be effectively designed and maintained.
POLICY
• Adopt clear Green Infrastructure policies and targets to guide
design and operations city-wide.
• Adopt policies to increase the efficiency and add more functions
to existing mobility corridors and concurrently limit additions of
new road lanes or kilometers.
• Adopt challenging environmental targets for water management,
tree canopy cover, reducing effective impervious surface,
habitat protection and creation that guide implementation of
green infrastructure in mobility corridors.
• Prioritize the urban forest in Calgary- increased extent and
improved health.
• Require long term corporate lifecycle accounting when
estimating the costs of roadway redevelopment, new road
construction and changes to current practices.
OPERATIONS
• Implement interdisciplinary team-based approaches to planning,
design and operations of mobility corridors.
• Adopt a water balance approach to water management in the
City.
- capture and utilize rainfall to water urban plants
- encourage the use of xeriscaping with native plants to
reduce water demand in mobility corridors
• Reduce the City’s direct contributions to water pollution.
- carefully manage sanding and salting practices to reduce
quantities
- increase roadway cleaning year-round
- consider alternative snow clearing and storage practices
• Establish effective and fair maintenance agreements between
divisions to care for structured and vegetated areas of mobility
corridors.
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STANDARDS
• Engage professional organizations and other cities in Alberta
to help investigate assumptions that underlie current roadway
design standards, including city and provincial standards. Are
these assumptions still relevant?
• Work with utilities companies, emergency management and
waste departments to develop more space-efficient design
standards and “find” space for green infrastructure, pedestrian
and cycling areas in mobility corridors.
- consider mitigating the road width requirements of
emergency vehicles— for example by increasing the fire
resistance of buildings and/or using smaller emergency
vehicles.
• Conduct local tests of green infrastructure
- conduct long term tests on all GI strategies included in this
document
- test recycled and other alternative materials, such as
pervious pavements
- test shared utility line assignments, and/or vaulting.
• Move toward performance-based design standards to give
flexibility to designers and reward innovation (that achieves the
city’s targets).

Plan It Mobility Corridors
Guided by the 11 Sustainability Principles, Plan It Calgary
provides for an integrated land use and mobility plan that seeks
to integrate and facilitate environmentally sensitive development.
The patterns and practices presented in the key directions
include compact development, mixed use developments, transit
access, green urban design features, low impact development,
safeguarding environmentally sensitive areas and capitalizing on
synergies. Mobility corridors play a significant role in facilitating
sustainable development practices. A new Road and Street Palette
has therefore been developed to differentiate between more
traditional “roads”, which primarily serve long-distance vehicle
trips and do not interact with adjacent land uses, and “streets”,
which serve a broader range of transportation modes and do
interact with adjacent land uses.
In order to make the roads and street palette more sustainable,
green infrastructure elements are integrated. Traditionally, the
mobility elements within the right-of-way have been the main
focus of transportation planning and design. However, roads also
interact with the adjacent land uses and natural environment to
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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varying degrees. These might range from parks and green space
to intense corridor development with a mix of commercial and
residential buildings. The transition between - and integration of
- the right-of-way and adjacent uses, is therefore crucial in order
to maximize accessibility between the two.
The function of each street type can be summarized as follows:
• Through Roads – these are roads, and therefore have an
emphasis on moving vehicular traffic over great distances.
They typically operate at high speeds, and have little direct
interaction with adjacent land uses. Ideally, they should form
a skeletal grid across the city with approximately 3 to 5 km
spacing.
• Arterial Streets – these are streets, and try to provide a
high quality environment for all modes of transportation.
These streets are not destinations themselves, but provide a
reasonably direct connection between multiple communities
and major destinations. They have varying degrees of
interaction with adjacent land uses, but on average allow for
greater connectivity than thoroughfares. Ideally they would
form a grid pattern anywhere between 800m to 1600m across
the city.
• Urban Boulevards – these are streets that form the backbone
of commercial and mixed use corridors, or activity centres.
They give the highest priority to walking, cycling and transit,
but accommodate reasonably high volumes of vehicular traffic.
These streets are destinations, both locally and regionally.
They are fully integrated with adjacent land uses, and provide
high levels of connectivity to surrounding communities or
destinations. High quality urban design is also a critical
component of Urban Boulevards.
• Neighbourhood Boulevards – similar to the high commercial
streets, but at a smaller scale, these streets form the backbone
of retail and medium-density residential corridors. Pedestrians
have the highest priority on these streets. These streets
are destinations, but primarily for the local communities
surrounding them. They are fully integrated with adjacent
land uses, and provide the highest level of connectivity of all
street types. Like Urban Boulevards, high quality urban design
is incorporated into Neighbourhood Boulevards.
• Parkways – these are streets that focus on integration with
natural areas. Natural vegetation and new forms of storm
water management would be integrated with the street.
Adjacent land uses would include large natural parks,
part III
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waterways, or special public institutions. Parkways would
focus on pedestrian and cyclist movements, but accommodate
all modes of transportation.
• Industrial Streets – these are streets that are located in
industrial areas throughout Calgary. Their first priority is the
efficient movement of heavy trucks, but as streets they still
accommodate all modes of transportation. They tend to be
lower speed roads with high percentage of truck volumes.
The level of connectivity provided is dependent on the size of
adjacent industrial uses.
These six types were shown on the Road and Street Functional
Map below (see map page 94).
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DRAFT

Plan It Calgary Road & Street Functional Map

November 6, 2008
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Plan It Calgary, road and street functional map.
Source: Dick Ebersohn
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Decision-making process
The Green Infrastructure strategies outlined in this document
cannot be universally applied. Some are suited to residential, but
not commercial situations for example. Some require specific
native soil conditions. Space limitations may eliminate some from
consideration. Each unique site condition requires careful analysis
and a creative approach to design by an interdisciplinary design
team. The following matrix provides an indication of the major
factors that should be considered in selecting appropriate GI
strategies for inclusion in mobility corridors. It is not meant to
limit creative solutions. With each passing year, the design of Green
Infrastructure strategies become more creative and sophisticated,
in large part due to ongoing testing and evaluation by numerous
cities and non-profits.
More important than any simple matrix or “recipe” for decisions,
are Calgary specific goals, objectives, performance-based design
guidelines, which need to be developed. These goals and objectives
should be incorporated into important policy documents including
the Municipal Development Plan and the Calgary Transportation
Plan.
Equally important is a decision-making process and structure that
is inclusive of all of the disciplines and departments involved in
roadway corridors, as well as the public who use them. To develop
such a process, form an interdisciplinary steering committee
mandated to develop an implementation plan for GI in mobility
corridors. The committee should have representation from
Roads, Water Services, Transportation Planning, Transportation
Infrastructure, Land Use Bylaw, General Counsel, Planning &
Development, Corporate Properties, Parks, as well as outside
representatives from utilities.
The attached matrix illustrates all of the GI strategies included in
this document and their applicability in various spatial conditions,
land use conditions, and other conditions that heavily impact
green infrastructure. As stated above, it provides some general
guidance, but should not be read as a recipe.
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The columns on the Matrix refer to the following:
“Strategies” refer to the Green Infrastructure strategies introduced
in this document.
“Space” refers to the widths in the road or street right of way
available for GI.
“Uses” refers land use and pedestrian traffic.
1) “Adjacent use“ refers to the adjacent land use particularly
low or high density residential or commercial uses.
2) “Ped. Traffic” refers to intensities of pedestrian traffic,
in which “high” is high intensity traffic, implying the need
for wider sidewalks.
Other conditions:
“Redevelopment” refers to redevelopment of roads and streets
in which “full” refers to redevelopment and replacement of most
or all utilities, pavement, lighting etc.; “partial” means only some
of these are being replaced; and “new’ refers to a newly built
street.
“Soil infiltration” refers to the rate at which water can percolate
through the native soil on the site. “High” refers to fast rates such
as with sand whereas “low” refers to slow such as with high-clay
soils.
“Sand/salt” refers to the rates and frequency of winter sanding
and salting of roads and streets.
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OTHER CONDITIONS

Light

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Low

High

•

Full

•

low

New

Moderate

Sand/salt

Heavy

Soil infiltration

Moderate

Redevelopment

Partial

Ped. Traffic
Limited access

Commercial

Residential- high

Adjacent use
Residential- low

1.25 - 2 meters

> 2 meters

1.25- 2 meters

> 2 meters

USES

Median

High

SPACE
GI Width

STRATEGIES
WATER
REDUCE EFFECTIVE IMPERVIOUS SURFACES
Narrower paved areas

See "Proposed Mobility Corridor Details for PlanIt Calgary's Road and Street Palette"

•

Pervious pavements

•

•

•

•
•

•

MAXIMIZE INFILTRATION
Vegetated swales

•

•

•

•
•

Infiltration planters
Infiltration galleries

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

SLOW AND DETAIN RUNOFF
Rain Gardens

•

Flow-through planters
Trees, urban forest

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

FILTER ROAD RUNOFF
Filter strips
Biofiltration swales
Stormwater wetlands

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

BALANCE WATER DEMAND
Xeriscaping

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

AIR
ACCOMMODATE PEDESTRIANS / CYCLES
See "Proposed Mobility Corridor Details for PlanIt Calgary's Road and Street Palette"
ENHANCE THE URBAN FOREST
Maximize tree planting
Optimize tree planting

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

n/a

•

•
•

•
•

REDUCE ENERGY USE
Alternative energy systems

n/a

n/a

High albedo pavements

n/a

n/a

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

HABITAT
PRESERVE, ENHANCE BIODIVERSITY
Native vegetation
Created wetlands
Layered canopy
Mature trees

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

INCREASE HABITAT CONNECTIVITY
Green corridors
Wildlife crossings

LEGEND:
strategy is potentially applicable where one or
more conditions indicated are present

•

See 'Increase Habitat Connectivity' section, this report

NOTE:

•

Recommendations represent potential applicability based on general practice. Site conditions establish technical suitability.

strategy not recommended where cell is blank
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Green infrastructure in mobility corridors cross-sections
The cross-sections that follow represent the six major types of
mobility corridor proposed by Plan It Calgary: through road;
arterial street; urban boulevard; neighbourhood boulevard;
parkway; industrial street. This study does not cover residential
streets. As shown on the above map of “Functional types and
uses,” each corridor comes in a range of right of way widths and
across the city will pass through numerous land uses. The sections
take the most common applications of each corridor and show
how the cross-sectional land might be utilized for the multiple
purposes such as walking, cycling, transit, goods movement,
vehicle travel, green infrastructure. Only one application is drawn
in cross-section. Other alternatives are shown in the “land use”
bars at the bottom of each page.
Underground, and in some cases above-ground, utilities are other
important users of mobility corridors. This document does not
directly engage the multitude of issues associated with locating
sewer, water, gas, communications, and electricity lines in and
along mobility corridors. This document focuses on GI in mobility
corridors. However, this document was closely coordinated
with “Proposed Mobility Corridor Details for Plan It Calgary’s Road
and Street Palette,” 2008. That document expressly deals with
utilities.

The following section illustrates the application of the GI
Strategies matrix (page 97). This assumes a situation where a
fully redeveloped Urban Boulevard passes through an urban
corridor area with three storey mixed-use buildings flanking both
sides. The ground floor on both sides of the street is commercial
uses and pedestrian traffic is high. The green infrastructure space
between the curb and sidewalk area is 1.8 meters wide. Because
soil infiltration rates are moderate to slow, flow-through planters
interspersed with tree planting are used to detain runoff. Due to
the intensity of pedestrian and business traffic in the area, snow
is removed from the area (not piled on site), the street is cleaned
regularly year-round, and environment-friendly alternatives to
road salt are used when icy conditions occur in the winter (low
sanding and salting).
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ROW

TYPICAL

ROW

TYPICAL

Neighbourhood Boulevard

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xerisaceping
layered canopy
native vegetation
green corridor

ROW

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xerisaceping
layered canopy
native vegetation
green corridor

flow-through planters
ALTERNATIVES:
tree trenches with
soil cells (smaller
trees) 32m
maximum

flow-through planters
tree trenches with
soil cells (smaller trees)

2 travel lanes, centre turn lane, parking two sides
5.25m
1.5m
1.5m

15.5m

2 travel lanes, centre median, parking two sides
2.0m
1.5m
3.0m

6.0m

2 travel lanes, centre median, parking one side
3.0m

ALTERNATIVES:

2 travel lanes, center turn lane, parking two sides
1.8m
4.7m
1.5m
1.0m

3.5m

6.0m

3.5m

5.5m

3.0m

6.0m

5.25m
1.5m

3.0m
3.5m
2.5m

4.0m

1.5m

2.0m
2.0m

1.5m

minimum 20m

maximum 32m

bike lane
vehicular

1.5m

1.5m

2 travel lanes, centre median, parking two sides, off street bicycle lane
1.5m
2.0m
3.5m
5.5m

green infrastucture
pedestrian

ROW

2.5m

5.0m

2 travel lanes, center median, parking two sides
2.0m
2.0m
2.5m

16.5m

NEIGHBOURHOOD BOULEVARD

6.0m

2 travel lanes, center median, parking two sides, off street bicycle lane
5.5m
3.5m
2.5m
1.5m
2 travel lanes, centre median, parking one side
2.0m

3.0m

10.0m

3.5m

6.0m

3.5m

5.5m

2.5m

3.5m

3.0m

4.0m

3.5m
2.0m
1.5m

2.0m
2.5m

2.0m

minimum 20m
green infrastucture
pedestrian
bike lane
vehicular

1.0m

2.5m

5.0m

EXAMPLE (NEIGHBOURHOOD BOULEVARD)

UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
optimize tree planting

green infrastucture
pedestrian

minimum 45m

14.8m

1.0m

2.5m

bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

minimum 45m

1.0m

4 travel lanes, centre median, turn lane, pedestrian and bicycle pathway two sides
2.5m
3.6m

6 travel lanes, center median, turn lane, pedestrian and bicycle pathway one side
6.0m
3.0m
3.0m

8 travel lanes, center median, pedestrian and bicycle pathway one side
6.0m
2.2m
3.0m

bikepathway
lane
6 travel lanes, center median, pedestrian and bicycle
two sides
6.9m
6.0m
3.0m vehicular

maximum 60m

ALTERNATIVES:

3.6m

maximum 60m
vegetated swale
vegetated swale
6 travel
lanes, center median, pedestrian and bicycle pathway tworain
sides
rain garden
garden
filter strip
filter strip
6.9m
6.0m
3.0m
biofiltration swale
biofiltration swale
8 travel
lanes, center
median, pedestrian and bicycle pathway one
side
stormwater
wetland
stormwater
wetland
14.8m
6.0m
2.2m
3.0m
xeriscaping
xeriscaping
layered canopy
layered canopy
6 travel lanes, center median, turn lane, pedestrian and bicycle pathway one side
native vegetation
native vegetation
6.0m tree planting
3.0m
3.0m
green corridor
optimize
optimize
tree
planting
4 travel
lanes,
centre
median, turn lane, pedestrian and bicycle pathway two sides

ALTERNATIVES:

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
green corridor
optimize tree planting

2.5m

6.0m

11.1m

5.0m

10.9m

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
native vegetation
optimize tree planting
layered canopy
curbless road

11.1m
14.8m

6.0m

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
optimize tree planting
curbless road

11.2m

3.0m

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
green corridor
optimize tree planting

2.5m

6.0m

14.6m

11.1m

14.6m

5.0m

6.0m

THROUGH ROAD

10.9m

8.0m

THROUGH ROAD

2.5m

2.5m

2.5m

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
6.0m
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
8.0m xeriscaping
native vegetation
optimize tree planting
2.5m
layered canopy
curbless road

7.4m

11.1m

11.1m

7.4m

11.1m

14.8m

6.0m

12m

6.0m

2.5m

2.5m

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
6.0m
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
12m
optimize tree planting
curbless road

3.6m

11.2m

3.6m

3.0m

6.9m

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
6.9m
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
green corridor
optimize tree planting

ROW

ROW

Through Road

ROW
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minimum 36m

lanes, center median, on street shared bicycle lane
1.0m
2.5m
4.0m
2.0m
11.3m

45m
5.0m

bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian
1.0m

2.5m

minimum 36m

2 travel lanes, off street bicycle path
2.0m
2.0m

4 travel lanes, center median, on street cycle track
2.0m
2.0m

4.0m

5.0m

10.5m

4 travel lanes, center median, turn lane, shared pedestrian and bicycle pathway
1.0m 2.5m
7.8m

bike
lane
6 travel
vehicular
2.0m

green infrastucture
maximum
pedestrian

ALTERNATIVES:

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
optimize tree planting

2.0m

7.0m
7.0m

ARTERIAL STREET

10.5m

6.0m

7.0m

4.0m

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
6.0m
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
optimize4.0m
tree planting

ARTERIAL STREET

maximum 45m
vegetated swale
garden
6 travel lanes, center median, onrain
street
shared bicycle lane
filter strip
4.0m
2.0m
2.0m
11.3m
biofiltration swale
4 travel lanes, center median, turn
lane, shared
pedestrian and bicycle pathway
stormwater
wetland
1.0m 2.5m
xeriscaping
7.8m
10.5m
green corridor
4 travel lanes, center median, onlayered
street cycle
track
canopy
2.0m native vegetation
2.0m
2.0m
4.0m
7.0m
optimize tree planting
2 travel lanes, off street bicycle path
curbless road
10.5m
2.0m
2.0m

ALTERNATIVES:

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strip
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
green corridor
layered canopy
native vegetation
optimize tree planting
curbless road

2.5m
7.0m

11.3m

2.0m

7.8m
4.0m

rain garden
infiltration gallery
infiltration planter
fow-through planter
native vegetation
optimize tree planting

2.5m
7.0m

10.5m

7.0m

11.3m

10.5m

7.0m

2.0m

7.8m
4.0m

2.0m

2.0m

2.0m

4.0m

2.0m

2.0m

2.0m

2.0m

2.0m

rain garden
infiltration gallery
infiltration planter
4.0m
fow-through planter
native vegetation
optimize tree planting

2.0m

2.5m

2.0m

2.5m

2.0m

1.0m

2.0m

1.0m

ROW

ROW

The section illustrates a typical residential land use (left) and a
commercial land use (right).

Arterial Street

ROW
ROW

bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

rain garden
infiltration planter
infiltration gallery
flow-through planter
xeriscaping
optimize tree planting

2.0m

6.85m

rain garden
xeriscaping
optimize tree planting

2.5m

2.0m

3.0m

rain garden
infiltration planter
infiltration gallery
flow-through planter
xeriscaping
optimize tree planting

1.4m

1.0m

2.5m

5.0m

4 travel lanes, center median, on street cycle track
2.0m
4.0m

4 travel lanes, center median

2.0m

2.0m

minimum 24m

1.4m

2.0m

minimum 24m

6 travel lanes, center median, turn lane, on street bicycle lane
1.5m
13.7m
2.0m
3.5m

1.0m
2.5m
6 travel lanes,
center median,
on street cycle track5.0m
2.0m
10.2m
0.8m 2.0m
2.0m

maximum 40m

ALTERNATIVES:

4 travel lanes, center median

4 travel lanes, center median, on street cycle track
2.0m
4.0m

rain garden
maximum 40m
infiltration planter
6 travel lanes, center median,
street cycle track
infiltrationongallery
2.0m
10.2m
0.8m 2.0m
2.0m
flow-through planter
xeriscaping
6 travel lanes, center median, turn lane, on street bicycle lane
optimize tree planting
1.5m
13.7m
2.0m
3.5m

ALTERNATIVES:

6.0m

3.5m

3.5m

4.0m

URBAN BOULEVARD

6.85m

6.85m

URBAN BOULEVARD

6.85m

4.0m

rain garden
xeriscaping
optimize tree planting
6.0m

2.5m

10.2m

10.2m

6.85m

6.85m

6.85m

2.0m

2.0m

2.0m

1.4m

3.0m

1.4m

1.5m

2.0m

1.5m

10.2m
6.85m

2.0m

10.2m

2.0m

3.0m

2.0m

3.0m

3.3m

2.8m

rain garden
infiltration planter
infiltration gallery
2.0m
2.8m
flow-through planter
xeriscaping
optimize tree planting
2.0m
3.3m

ROW

ROW

Urban Boulevard

ROW
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bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

1.0m

1.0m

2.5m

2.5m

6.0m

16.5m

10.0m

3.5m

6.0m

3.0m

5.5m

3.0m

10.0m

3.5m

3.5m

5.5m

6.0m

NEIGHBOURHOOD BOULEVARD

minimum 20m

2 travel lanes, centre median, parking one side
2.0m

2 travel lanes, center median, parking two sides, off street bicycle lane
5.5m
3.5m
2.5m
1.5m

16.5m

6.0m

2 travel lanes, center median, parking two sides
2.0m
2.0m
2.5m

5.0m

3.5m

NEIGHBOURHOOD BOULEVARD

minimum 20m

5.0m
2 travel lanes, center
turn lane, parking two sides
1.8m
4.7m
1.5m

maximum 32m

ALTERNATIVES:

2 travel lanes, centre median, parking one side
2.0m

2 travel lanes, center median, parking two sides, off street bicycle lane
5.5m
3.5m
2.5m
1.5m

maximum
vegetated32m
swale
rain garden
2 travel
lanes, center turn lane, parking two sides
xeriscaping
1.8m
4.7m
1.5m
layered canopy
nativelanes,
vegetation
2 travel
center median, parking two sides
optimize tree planting
2.0m
2.0m
2.5m

ALTERNATIVES:

vegetated swale
rain garden
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
optimize tree planting

3.0m

flow-through planters
infiltration planter
infiltration gallery
xeriscaping
optimize tree planting
native vegetation

3.0m

2.0m

3.5m

2.5m

3.5m

2.0m

3.5m

1.5m

2.0m

1.5m

flow-through planters
infiltration planter
infiltration gallery
3.5m
xeriscaping
optimize tree planting
native vegetation
2.5m
2.0m

4.0m
2.0m

2.0m
2.5m

4.0m

2.5m

ROW
ROW

The section illustrates a residential or park land uses (left) and a
commercial land use (right).

Neighbourhood Boulevard

ROW
ROW

Parkway

bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

ALTERNATIVES:

vegetated swale
rain garden
infiltration planter
infiltration gallery
flow-through planter
xeriscape
layered canopy
native vegetation
optimize tree planting
filter strip

7.0m

vegetated swale
rain garden
xeriscape
layered canopy
native vegetation
green corridor
optimize tree planting
filter strip
curbless road
stormwater wetland

6.85m

3.0m

6.5m

vegetated swale
rain garden
infiltration gallery
xeriscape
layered canopy
native vegetation
optimize tree planting
filter strip
curbless road

1.0m

1.0m

2.5m

5.0m

3.5m

PARKWAY

2 travel lanes, center median, turn lane, regional pathway
2.5m
3.0m

2 travel lanes, center median, regional pathway
6.5m
2.5m

7.0m

PARKWAY

6.85m

4 travel lanes, center median, turn lane, pedestrian and bicycle pathway
10.35m
1.5m
3.5m
1m
1.5m

2.5m
5.0m
4 travel lanes,
center median, regional
pathway
4.6m
1m
2.5m

maximum 36m

ALTERNATIVES:

2 travel lanes, center median, turn lane, regional pathway
2.5m
3.0m

8.0m

6.0m

2.5m

2.5m

2.5m

vegetated swale
rain garden
xeriscape
layered
6.0m canopy
native vegetation
green corridor
optimize tree planting 2.5m
filter strip
curbless road
8.0m stormwater wetland

3.5m

3.5m

6.85m

6.85m

3.5m

3.5m

6.85m

3.0m

6.5m
2.5m

3.5m

4.6m

2.5m

vegetated swale
rain garden
infiltration gallery
xeriscape
4.6m
layered canopy
native vegetation
3.5m
optimize
tree planting
filter strip
curbless road

2.5m

2.5m

1.5m

2.5m

2.5m

1.5m

1.5m

1m

1.5m

1m

1m

1m

ROW
ROW
vegetated swale
maximum 36m
rain garden
4 travel lanes, center median, regional
pathwayplanter
infiltration
infiltration gallery 6.85m
4.6m
1m
2.5m
flow-through planter
4 travel lanes, center median, turn lane,
pedestrian and bicycle pathway
xeriscape
1.5m
3.5m layered canopy 10.35m
1m
1.5m
native vegetation
2 travel lanes, center median, regional pathway
optimize tree planting
3.5m
6.5m filter strip
2.5m

ROW
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bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

Industrial Street

1.0m

1.0m

2.5m

2.5m

vegetated swale
rain garden
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetatio
optimize tree planting
curbless road
filter strip

2m

14.8m

7.4m

4.0m

2m

vegetated swale
rain garden
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
optimize tree planting
filter strip

5.0m

2 travel lanes, shared pathway

4 travel lanes, regional pathway
5.1m
2.5m

5.0m on street cycle track
4 travel lanes,
1.5m
3.5m

maximum 30m

ALTERNATIVES:

14.8m

4.0m

14.8m
7.4m

INDUSTRIAL STREET

minimum 20

2m

2m

14.8m
4.0m

INDUSTRIAL STREET

minimum 20

xeriscaping
4 travel lanes, regional
pathway
layered canopy
5.1m
2.5m
native vegetatio
tree planting
2 travel lanes, optimize
shared pathway
curbless road
2m
filter strip

maximum 30mvegetated swale
rain garden
4 travel lanes, on street cycle track
biofiltration swale
1.5m
3.5m
stormwater wetland

4.0m

2m

5.1m

2m

2m

5.1m

3.5m

2.5m

1.5m

vegetated swale
rain garden
biofiltration swale
1.5m
3.5m
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
2.5m
native vegetation
optimize tree planting
filter strip

ROW
ROW

ALTERNATIVES:

ROW
ROW

bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

bike lane
vehicular

green infrastucture
pedestrian

1.0m

1.0m

2.5m

2.5m

5.0m

5.0m

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strips
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
green corridor
optimize tree planting
curbless road

8.0m

4.0m

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strips
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
green corridor
optimize tree planting

9.0m

8.0m

INDUSTRIAL LOCAL

minimum 14m

2 (reduced) travel lanes, planting strip
4.0m
1.0m 1.5m

2 travel lanes, planting strip
1.5m
3.5m

INDUSTRIAL LOCAL

maximum 20m

ALTERNATIVES:

maximum 20m
vegetated swale
garden
2 travel lanes, rain
planting
strip
filter strips
1.5m
3.5m
9.0m
biofiltration swale
stormwater
wetlandstrip
2 (reduced) travel
lanes, planting
4.0m
1.0m 1.5m xeriscaping
layered canopy
native vegetation
minimum 14m
green corridor
optimize tree planting
curbless road

ALTERNATIVES:

4.0m

3.5m

1.5m

1.5m
1.0m

vegetated swale
rain garden
filter strips
3.5m
1.5m
biofiltration swale
stormwater wetland
xeriscaping
1.5m
1.0m
layered canopy
native vegetation
green corridor
optimize tree planting

ROW
ROW

Industrial Local

ROW
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NEXT STEPS AND IMPLEMENTATION
This study will be used to inform the Plan It Calgary process,
policy development for the Municipal Development Plan and
Calgary Transportation Plan and subsequent actions to develop
green infrastructure within mobility corridors. The study is
further intended to provide the municipal administration and
more specifically transportation engineers, land use planners and
landscape, parks and forestry specialists with a framework for
integrated decision-making when planning, designing constructing
and maintaining green infrastructure in mobility corridors in both
developed and developing communities.
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APPENDIX

September 22, 2008 Workshop
Summary Report
A stakeholders workshop was held September 22, 2008 to assist
the Green infrastructure in Mobility Corridors project with
understanding the conditions that are of concern in Calgary with
regard to future implementation of Green Infrastructure (GI) in
mobility corridors.
The stakeholders group included representatives from several
City of Calgary departments, including: Planning, Development
Services, Transportation Planning, Transit Planning, Parks, Urban
Forestry, Water Services, Subdivision and Development, Roads
Maintenance, Asset Management, Environmental and Safety
Management, Fire Department. Representatives from Telus and...
also attended. See attached list in Appendix 1.
Three presentations introduced the workshop:
Dick Ebersohn: introduced Plan It Calgary and two
parallel sub-projects, 1) Mobility Corridors Palette project and 2)
Green Infrastructure in Mobility Corridors. He also introduced
the purpose of the workshop.
Dave McElhanney provided an overview of Mobility
Corridor Palette project
Cynthia Girling introduced concepts and a definition of
Green infrastructure and introduced the GI in Mobility Corridors
project.
A visioning exercise started the workshop. Detailed notes are
attached in Appendix 2. Most respondents indicated that a vision
for “greener” mobility corridors involved accommodating multiple
users and functions within the rights of way of mobility corridors,
including, pedestrians, bicycles, vehicles, utilities, trees and other
planting, and balanced stormwater management. (“Balanced”
refers to management approaches that provide safety and
improve ecological function through balanced use of engineered
and biological systems.)
Participants were divided into four groups to address topics of:
utility/infrastructure; surfaces; water; and urban forest. Each group
was given 1 hour to answer a list of four questions as outlined
below by topic area. Responses are also summarized below. The
workshop was concluded with a short reporting back session and
participants were thanked for their contributions.
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Appendix 1: PARTICIPANT LIST

Name

Division

Russell Friesen
Liliana Bozic
Pat Churchman
Bob Berry
Nina Nagy
Rob Talarico
Cameron Matwie
Karen Wilkie
Scott Mackie
Chris Manderson
Kara Wolfe
Rick Sample
Christy Casswell
Greg Stewart
Blanka Bracic

Urban Forestry
Water Services
Transit Planning
Subdivision: Roads
Transportation Network Planning
Transportation
Asset Management
Environmental and Safety Management
CPAG
Parks
Transportation Planning
Roads Maintenance
Parks
Parks
Transportation Planning (Walking/
Cycling)
Transportation Consultant
Telus: Network Operations
Stantec
Stantec
Plan It Calgary: Transit
Plan It Calgary: Transportation
Plan It Calgary: Transportation
Plan It Calgary: Green Infrastructure/
Land Use
UBC Design Center for Sustainability
UBC Design Center for Sustainability
UBC Design Center for Sustainability

Dave McElhanney
Scott Hancock
Michale Fishman
Dave Spencer
Dave Colquhoun
Eric MaNaughton
Zorana McDaniel
Dick Ebersohn
Cynthia Girling
Ron Kellett
Maria Galdon
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Appendix 2: NOTES FROM INITIAL VISIONING
SESSION:
VISION:
1)
-Streets for people (not just automobiles)
-Designed to accommodate natural systems
2)
-Multi functional for people and for nature
3)
-A corridor with trees, bike facilities, and side sidewalks
and green pavement
4)
-Vision of a green corridor
-Enables direct, convenient, comfortable pedestrian and
bicycle travel while performing ecological functions and
offering human delight
5)
-Avoids or minimizes direct impact on fragmentation on
significant natural systems “self contained” in terms of
accommodating/attempting runoff and pollutants such
that downstream natural areas (or receiving) are largely
unaffected.
6)
-visibility, sustainability
-car & pedestrian
-landscape and water
-it all works
7)
-trees, boulevard, pathway for cycling
-sidewalk for pedestrians
-travel lanes for vehicles
8)
-Minimizes the impact of the built environment on air,
land, H2O
9)
-Less traffic oriented more people space
-Make the cost of private vehicles be paid for by owners
proportional to travel
10)
-A green corridor integrates seamlessly with surrounding
land uses (natural or urban), and enhances the aesthetic
value without negatively impacting mobility for all users.
11)
-Corridor that provides for cars, bikes, pedestrians,
trees and is sustainable, safe and effective
12)
-Corridor takes needs of all users info into account.
-Low maintenance surfaces and vegetation
13)
-Astatically attractive incorporate alternative
transportation in an exceptional environment (an
environment that invites me to want to walk/ride my
bike)
14)
-A green corridor could include, plots of gardens,
tended by residents for themselves and or food bank
15)
-should include a mix of plants that are appealing year
round, with the change of seasons
UBC Design Centre for Sustainability
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16)
17)

18)

-could include fish ponds
-comfortable for pedestrians
-serve as a commuter and recreation corridor for
pedestrians
-native plants
-organic/ not over- designed
-Major & collector
-Roads with wide boulevards and mediums

ELEMENTS
1)
-A corridor that accommodates mobility
-Needs of all users while maximizing landscaping
opportunities
2)
-Sufficient right of way
-Sufficient space between elements – ie assignments
3)
- Identify capital and on going operating costs and
responsibility
4)
-3 main elements pedestrian facilities, bicycle facilities,
ecological function
-cannot exclude human requirements of mobility –
pedestrian bikes
5)
-reduce effectively
-impervious surfaces
-maximize infiltration
6)
-Mimic some of the natural eco system functions
7)
-Landscaping
-rainwater
-adequate visibility and space for transportation goals
8)
-Transportation
-Is facilitated in a home, environmentalist friend manner
9)
-Pedestrian amenities
-Pathway – scale –art
-plaza – lights
-Park- like setting
-trees
-planting
-Green infrastructure
-storm
-permeable surfaces
10)
-Aesthetic features
-Stormwater management tools
-Accessible and convenient for all transportations modes
11)
-Engineered and Biological systems are optimal
(balanced not maximized)
12)
-Efficient use of roads
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13)

14)

15)

16)
17)

18)

19)

20)

21)

22)

23)
24)
25)

-reduce car usage
-increase transit thus minimizing increases in road
surface totals
-Multiple use boulevards
-walking cycling, buss zones enjoyment
-park space etc
-sustainable
-low environmental impact
-incremental operating and maintenance funded
-room for things – trees, utilities wider sidewalks, bike
paths
-element of sustainable & maintainable
-Hierarchy
-Pedestrian
-Cyclist
-Auto
-Street tree program
-Soil
-Storm water management
-Integrates ecosystems, services and the built
environment
-interest – connects to interesting features
-Canopy, protection (microclimate)
-green – rain garden infiltration ponds
-pedestrian, precincts (sanctuaries) in crossings
-Trees & shrubs
-Bio-swales
-Pedestrians & bikeway corridor wide enough for both &
separate from vehicle traffic
-Pleasant pedestrian & cycling environment
-aesthetic
-separate from cars
-Porous concrete sidewalks
-Better infiltration and free watering
-More trees
-Use of lanes for utilities – less conflict with trees
-More trees and natural vegetations along corridor
-Pedestrian and bike facilities
-Impound storm water drainage
-Multi model: incorporate all vehicle movements and
parking, pedestrians and cycling
-extensive tree planting
-Mitigate noise and visual impact of motorized vehicles
-Abundant greenery
-Low impact on natural environment.
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